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“Growth is not a choice for AIL, it is a fact.” 
 

 

 
Organizational statement, referring to the ambition of Ahold Inbound 

Logistics (AIL). It also reflects the scope of this master thesis. 
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I. Abstract 
This master thesis describes an approach to manage supply chain growth at Ahold Inbound Logistics 
(AIL). Academically, this thesis contributes in three ways to scientific research. First of all, this study 
applies supply chain measurement and integration research simultaneously. It also discusses specific gaps 
in research in the operational knowledge of integrating supply chains and the transportation economies of 
scale. In relation to practice, this thesis suggests three solution concepts for managing supply chain 
growth. It is argued that AIL should manage internal supply chain growth by a business resource planning 
(BRP) toolbox and externally by a five step integration process. Also, a supply chain strategy is defined 
for AIL. Finally, the first two solution concepts are tested on a supply chain integration project of 
Gall&Gall and AIL. 
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II. Management Summary 
 
Introduction 
This master thesis study has been conducted at AIL and deals with managing growth of the supply chain. 
 
Problem analysis  
Because of exponential growth in 2007 and the first half of 2008, AIL has encountered a series of 
problems which have resulted in a service level performance below the requirement. Nevertheless, in the 
past six months AIL has realized a high and stable average service level performance next to breakeven in 
costs. Therefore, the main problem for AIL is not to deal with the current problems, instead the problem 
analysis imply that the master thesis should focus on the need for a structure to manage future growth. 
Future growth comes from autonomous growth of the current portfolio and six new growth categories: 
Gall&Gall, Ahold Czech Republic (ACR), Not-to-eat (NOTE), Deep frozen products, Fresh products and 
ICA.  It is argued that these (external) types of growth lead to the growth of the internal organization of 
AIL. 
 
Definition solution concepts and project description 
A theoretical analysis is used to find solution concepts that cover the current problems in the AIL 
organization. The analysis showed that a supply chain strategy is emphasized in the academic literature. 
Moreover, since a strategy defines actions to ensure the organization survives and realizes its ambitions 
(Van Aken, 2002), it confirms the problems related to the absent of an explicit strategy. A supply chain 
strategy is therefore proposed for AIL in a first solution concept. 
 
Subsequently, the difficulty of integrating growth categories is confirmed by academic research 
(Simatupang et al. 2002). Also, this process requires explicit integration knowledge, which is currently 
not present in the AIL organization. For the second solution concept a general process to integrate the 
inbound supply chains of growth categories is therefore developed.  
 
To control processes (Keebler et al. 1999) and to determine the future course of actions (Gunasekaran et 
al. 2004) in managing growth, supply chain measurement is important as well. Consequently, the third 
solution concept is a BRP toolbox that monitors organizational and supply chain resources to manage 
internal growth. 
 
Also, the inbound integration process and the BRP toolbox are tested on the Gall&Gall growth category. 
This is done to validate internally both solution concepts and create transparency on the consequences of 
integrating the Gall&Gall growth category into the organization and supply chain of AIL.    
 
Based on the reasons stated above, the project description has therefore been formulated as follows: 
 ‘Execute an analysis of the supply chain of AIL to define the strategy for AIL. Also an inbound 
integration process and a business resource planning toolbox are developed and tested on the Gall&Gall 
supply chain to manage growth.’ 
 
Solution concept I: supply chain strategy for Ahold Inbound Logistics 
A supply chain strategy for AIL has been formulated (Lapide, 2006) to realize a competitive supply chain. 
By defining a business and operational strategy, it appeared that both types of strategy define new 
strategic elements that the organization was not aware of. 
 
The business strategy of AIL is defined by an overall twofold challenge: ‘Create cost efficiencies and 
achieve a 98,4% service level by synchronizing the upstream and downstream supply chain’.  
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The first business challenge of AIL, creating cost efficiencies for operating companies (OPCO), is 
realized by the formulation of five operational models. By insourcing the inbound transportation and 
organizing efficient transportation volumes (by ordering primarily full-truck-loads (FTL) and combining 
transportation from OPCO’s), transportation costs are reduced. Also, when AIL emphasizes sharing 
demand information in the supply chain, it is expected that inventories can be reduced because demand 
and supply can be coordinated more efficiently and effectively. 
 
AIL can also realize costs reduction for the Ahold organization. By providing the sourcing department 
with product and supplier information, they are able to manage the largest costs, the purchasing costs, in 
the best possible way. Moreover, it is also expected that CO2 emission influences costs from 2013.  
 
The second business challenge of AIL, synchronizing the upstream and downstream supply chain, is 
realized by three operational models. First of all, sharing demand information realizes more upstream and 
downstream demand transparency. Secondly, external communication with suppliers enables different 
supplier management strategies to deal with the upstream supply chain. And thirdly, the use of supply 
chain flexibility options like electronic data interchange (EDI), new transportation methods (rail, train) 
and overseas consolidation points support and enhance the synchronization of the upstream and 
downstream supply chain.  
 
Solution concept II: Five step inbound integration process 
 
A five step inbound integration process (Figure 1) is formulated, which is a structural and general 
approach to integrate growth categories in the portfolio of AIL. It consists of five phases: 

1) Plan 2) Business 
Case 3) WoW 4) Pilot 5) Roll out

 
Figure 1: The five step inbound process 
 

1) Plan: form a project team, defines the scope and organizes a planning for the overall inbound 
integration process; 

2) Business Case: assesses if an integration of the growth category in the portfolio of AIL is 
beneficial;  

3) Way-of-Working: prepares the integration by the definition of the operations and a change 
management plan; 

4) Pilot: integrates the first products into the portfolio of AIL and tests both their integrated 
operations; 

5) Roll out: integrates the remaining products in the portfolio of AIL and continuously evaluates the 
integration. 
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Solution concept III: Business resource planning toolbox 
 
The objective of the BRP toolbox is to assist AIL in managing the growth of the current portfolio and 
growth categories. For this purpose, 18 resources are defined and measured on their utilization. The BRP 
toolbox measures the AIL organization in the following four categories:  

• Transportation: creates transparency 
in the current and future locations 
and volumes of in- and outbound 
transportation;   

• Distribution centers (DC): creates 
transparency in the current and 
future utilization of inventory and 
handling capacities for the DC’s of 
AIL; 

• Employees: creates transparency in 
the current and future need and 
capacities of employees; 

• Finance: creates transparency in 
the current and future costs of the 
AIL portfolio by the products categories in the supply chain; 

By using the BRP toolbox, bottlenecks on the integration of growth categories can be solved beforehand. 
An example of a resource, which creates insight in the inventory capacity of the DC’s of AIL, is 
illustrated in Figure 2.  
 
Validation solution concept II & III: Gall&Gall growth category 
 
The five step inbound integration process is executed on the Gall&Gall growth category. It shows that the 
motivation of Gall&Gall to participate in an integration project is because of projected large growth. To 
manage this growth, it is suggested that Gall&Gall improves their inbound, especially for the wine 
products assortment, by a supply chain integration with AIL. In the business case, the second phase of the 
five step inbound process, it is suggested that handling all Gall&Gall wines through AIL, realize a supply 
chain costs saving of €X,- a year. The ratio of this saving on total wine sales is X%. The supply chain 
saving is primarily based on simplifying the supply chain and reducing inventory by a smoother and more 
intelligent inbound process. Finally, a change management plan is developed to successfully integrate the 
supply chains of Gall&Gall and AIL. 
 
Moreover, the BRP toolbox is tested on the Gall&Gall growth category to create transparency in the 
consequences for AIL if the growth category was implemented at present. This has resulted in a number 
of implementation suggestions. 
 
Conclusions 
Because the integration of growth categories passes the time of this master thesis, the actual efficiency 
and effectiveness of the solution concepts cannot be determined at this stage. However, based on previous 
activities, it is concluded that the master thesis project has assisted AIL in managing growth by 
organizational learning in: 

• Knowledge on the distinguishing strategy models of AIL. 
• Knowledge and capabilities for a structured approach of integrating growth categories; 
• Knowledge on the important internal factors to manage growth; 

 
 

Figure 2: Example of resource which measures the current and future 
inventory capacity usage. 

TBDC WBDC

17400

13000
14.663 

8.499 

0  966 

Capacity usage BDC's (pallets)
Max inventory capacity Current inventory capacity used Inventory capacity growth categories
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background assignment 
The background of the master thesis starts in 2003 by the ‘price war’ in the Dutch groceries sector. The 
market share of Albert Heijn declines to 21,4% and therefore it lowers the price of 1000 articles in five 
successive years. It results in a change in the Dutch grocery sector. The supermarket concern Laurens 
falls and AH has numerous conflicts with its suppliers in the period of 2005 until 2007.  
 
As a result, the market share of AH in the grocery sector increases to 33%1. Together with the growth of 
the other divisions of Ahold in Europe, also called operating companies (OPCO), the ‘pressure’ on their 
supply chains increases significantly2.  
 
AIL is set up in March 2006 to deal with two deficiencies in the supply chain of OPCO’s, which causes 
increase of pressure on the supply chain. The first deficiency is that supply chains of OPCO’s are not able 
to cope with large shipments (bulk orders). The second deficiency is that OPCO’s can not efficiently 
manage with large planning horizons.  
 
A study by Van der Vlist (2007) on current retail supply chains support the set up of AIL. Suppliers 
produce most efficiently in batches and retailers realize inventory savings by ordering small and frequent 
orders. Both aspects force suppliers to deliver from stock. Van der Vlist (2007) concludes to say that 
demand cannot be fulfilled because the inventory is too far upstream in the retail supply chain: “Goods 
are available, but at the wrong location”. Applying this study on AIL, it realizes large inventories 
downstream the retail supply chain in the Netherland by large (FTL) orders. Therefore, it is possible to 
state that: “Goods are available and at the right location”. 

1.2. Ahold and Ahold Inbound Logistics 
Figure 3 illustrates the position of AIL in the structure 
of the Ahold N.V. Because of its activities on two 
continents, Ahold N.V. is split up in two subsidiaries, 
Ahold Europe and Ahold USA. Besides the operating 
companies, the European sourcing activities of Ahold 
are accommodated at European sourcing. Apart from 
fresh products (ICASS), A-brands and private label 
products, the Not-For-Resale (NFR) products are 
allocated at the business unit proSourcing BV. This 
business unit employs activities that support the Ahold 
organization. AIL is a full subsidiary of proSourcing 
B.V.  
 
AIL functions as an internal supplier for all European 
OPCO’s, which means that multiple products from 
multiple suppliers can be ordered by one internal Ahold organization, AIL.  
 
Figure 4 illustrates the internal supplier function. AIL is positioned between the suppliers and distribution 
centers of the Ahold divisions in Europe, in this case AH3. Upstream the supply chain, AIL orders 
                                                      
1 Presentation Dick Boer (CEO Albert Heijn), December 2008 
2 Internal documentation: the five distribution centers of Albert Heijn have reached their capacity restrictions in 
January 2009, which is considered a month with regular customer demand and therefore low utilization of DC’s  

Figure 3: Organizational structure Ahold N.V.
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primarily full-truck-load (FTL) from suppliers with lead times varying from 14 to 114 days. As 
illustrated, AIL has to deal with more responsiveness (lead times of 1 day) downstream in the supply 
chain. Here, transportation from AIL to the DC’s of OPCO’s is again characterized by FTL. However the 
full trucks are now loaded with multiple products from multiple suppliers. Closest to the end customer, 
between the DC’s of OPCO’s and the retail stores, products are transported on role containers by less-
than-full-truck-loads (LTL).  
 
Currently, the portfolio of AIL contains a mixture of international suppliers from AH and ETOS. More 
specifically, it has a workload capacity of +/- 1200 products from 250 suppliers with a turnover of 
220.000 pallets a year. Because AIL only coordinates the flow of products, it employs 20 direct 
employees and manages multiple logistics service providers which execute the actually transportation and 
warehousing of products.  

 
 

Figure 4: Schematic outline of the supply chain of AIL and AH 

1.3. Growth categories AIL 
The product portfolio of AIL consist of and develops by certain growth categories. Growth categories are 
a categorization of groups of products, possibly specific for an OPCO, which grow the overall portfolio of 
AIL. This section describes the growth categories of AIL over time.  
 
The current portfolio consists of five growth categories that have been added to the portfolio of AIL: AH, 
ETOS, Best buys, Wine AH and Wine-On-Line (WOL). AH and ETOS characterize a product assortment 
for specific Ahold brands. Best buys articles are non food products and sold in a single promotion period. 
Examples of Best buys are cooking utensils or clothing. AH, ETOS and Best buys were the first growth 
categories added to the portfolio of AIL in 2007.  
 
In the second quarter of 2008, the wine assortment of AH is added to the portfolio of AIL. Half a year 
later, the WOL products, which are exclusive wines sold over internet, are procured, transported, stored 
by AIL as well.  
 
In the next two years, six new growth categories are planned to be added to the portfolio of AIL. The 
following three growth categories are planned for the first quarter in 2009: 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                           
3 Since products of Albert Heijn are currently responsible for + 90% of AIL’s product portfolio, Albert Heijn is used 
in all examples as representative operating company.  
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Growth categories for 2009 Description 
NOTE  Non-food products, currently sold at all the European Ahold stores, and 

range from reading and writing, clothing, cleaning and durable articles. 
Gall&Gall The wine product portfolio of a liquor store brand of Ahold in Holland. 

This growth category is analyzed in this Master Thesis. 
ACR Product portfolio, food and non-food, of an Ahold grocery brand with 

325 grocery stores in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. 
 
No specific period of time is yet defined for these three growth categories: 
 
Growth categories Description 
Deep frozen products Food products stored in freezers, at first sold by AH. 
Fresh products Food products stored in refrigerators, at first sold by AH.  
ICA Product portfolio, food and non-food, of an Ahold grocery brand with 

2230 grocery stores in Sweden and Norway. 
 
The growth categories are defined because of three possible reasons. 

• Costs: currently, the costs on inbound logistics of particular products are high and it is expected, 
that when the Ahold organization organizes the inbound logistics itself, it can save costs; 

• Deficiencies: currently, particular products are difficult to manage because of deficiencies in the 
supply chain organization of OPCO’s. Instead, handling these products through AIL saves 
reorganizational costs; 

• Strategically: also, the definition of a growth category can be of strategically reason to organize 
particular products intern in the Ahold organization. 

Further information is not specified, because the growth categories are out of the scope of the project.  

1.4. Research approach and question 
In this section, a cause and effect diagram results in a research 
question which is the starting point of this master thesis. However, 
first the overall approach for this master thesis is described.  
 
The master thesis at AIL is a design oriented business problem 
solving project (Van Aken et al. 2002). This kind of research is 
undertaken to improve the performance of an organization and is 
realized by a designed intervention. More specifically: a successful 
designed and implemented solution intervene organizational 
processes and thereby solves business problems.  
 
Design oriented business projects, in an academic perspective, use 
the regulative cycle by Van Strien (1985). The five basic steps of 
this cycle, illustrated in Figure 5, are followed incrementally in the thesis and used as an overall approach. 
Within the regulative cycle, the first step is the definition of a research question by a problem mess (cause 
and effect diagram). The remaining part of this section describes this process for AIL.  
 
The second step of the regulative cycle is the analysis and diagnosis phase, which elaborates on step 1 by 
an argumentation on chosen solution concepts that answer the research question (section 1.5 and 1.6). In 
the third step, the solution concepts are actually developed (chapter 2, 0  and 4). Finally, the solution 
concepts are implemented (chapter 5) and evaluated (chapter 6). Also, in every step the methodology and 
approach is discussed. 

Figure 5: Regulative cycle, Van Strien (1975)
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The formulation of the cause and effect diagram is realized by interviewing employees of the Ahold 
organization and qualitative analyses on the AIL organization. A semi-structured approach for the 
interviews is used, having a list of specific questions but leaving room for additional information (Van 
Aken, 2006). Appendix 1 states all the persons involved in the definition of the cause and effect diagram 
and Appendix 2 illustrated the outcomes of the interviews. It also explicitly mentions the subjects of the 
interviews, the outcomes and which subjects have not been processed in the cause and effect diagram.  
 
Also a number of quantitative analyses on the AIL organization have been executed, which are shown in 
Appendix 3. These analyses are mainly used for triangulation purpose, which is the use of different 
sources of information to create foundation by different perspectives. It will appear that the internal 
analyses quantitatively support the qualitative statements by the interview respondents.  
 
The cause and effect diagram starts by stating that AIL tries to solve the supply chain deficiencies of 
OPCO’s and gains (costs) efficiencies. Therefore, the management of Ahold expects fast growth of AIL. 
This has resulted in a continuous time pressure on projects and an exponential growth of volume for the 
organization. Previous argumentation is supported by financial and portfolio information. AIL has 
reported a turnover of €X million in 2007 and €X million in 2008, which is more than a six-fold increase. 
The same increase is showed in Appendix 3 by the number of products and suppliers in the portfolio of 
AIL. 
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Figure 6: Cause and effect diagram AIL 
 
Consequently, the continuous time pressure and the exponential growth have resulted in a series of 
problems. These problems are divided in four categories. For each category an example is given: 

• Problems in managing administration, AIL has recently calculated wrong costs prices and 
executed wrong bookings in financial reporting;  

• Problems in managing IT, which can best be illustrated by the continuous update of the ERP 
system and returning data-integrity and EDI connection problems; 

• Problems in controlling processes, like continuous changing working procedures and the recent 
emphasized function separation, where responsibilities and accountabilities within the AIL 
organization are not allocated clearly; 

• Infrastructural problems, as in unexpectedly adding new DC’s because of restrictions in the 
current DC capacities.  

Since supply chains are assessed on their service level and costs performance (Lee, 2004), both variables 
are also used to evaluate the supply chain operations of AIL. Analyses and interviews suggested that in 
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the period of 2007 and in the first half of 2008, the four problem categories have resulted that AIL could 
not achieve the required service level of 98,4% within the Ahold organization. Instead it realized a low 
average service level performance of 91,8% (Appendix 4), which resulted in a reputation damage for AIL.  
 
Conversely, AIL has realized a high and stable average service level performance in the last six months of 
2008, which improved the reputation of AIL. Subsequently, analyses on the financial information showed 
that AIL, as a non-profit center, was financially break-even in 2008. Based on the last two arguments, it is 
implied that the current operations and portfolio are manageable.  
 
A future challenge for the AIL organization is to integrate the new growth categories (section 1.3) in the 
portfolio. Yet, no structured process for integrating these growth categories into the portfolio of AIL is 
currently available. Respondents suggested that the integration of growth categories have therefore 
resulted in the previous mentioned problems and extra management attention.  
 
Two other important aspects are noticed when observing the current organization. A first observation is 
that no organizational and supply chain measurement is present. A measurement tool is the original 
motivation of this master thesis project and the organization noticed this is an important deficiency in the 
current AIL organization to manage growth. A second observation is that the respondents of the 
interviews, employees of AIL and other departments of Ahold, are aware of the strategic elements of AIL, 
but all stress different subjects. The reason for this observation is that the strategy of AIL is not explicitly 
formulated.  Especially in a fast growing organization as AIL, an explicit strategy is important because it 
defines actions to ensure the organization to survive and realizes its ambitions (Van Aken, 2002), 
 
Based on the reasoning in preceding paragraphs, it is noticed that the main problem of the organization is 
not to deal with the current operations and portfolio. The current problems, expressed in the service level 
performance and costs, are improving. Instead the master thesis should focus on the need for a structure to 
manage with future growth.  
 
Concluding from the cause and effect diagram, the following research question is defined: 

 
How can AIL manage their growth? 

 
Also because of previous reasoning, the following sub-questions arise: 

• What should the supply chain strategy for AIL be? 
• Which aspects does academic literature emphasize when logistical organizations cope with 

growth? 
• How can the 6 growth categories be added successfully to AIL’s portfolio? 
• How can AIL measure their supply chain and organizational growth? 

1.5. Supply chain growth 
The next two sections discuss the second step of the regulative cycle, which elaborates on the research 
question. As the research question is defined by the problem on how to manage growth, this section 
analyses the types of growth AIL is confronted with in more detail. Subsequently, section 1.6 argues 
which solution concepts are defined to deal with future growth for AIL.  
  
Generally, three types of growth are distinguished for AIL and defined by the term ‘supply chain growth’. 
Figure 7 illustrates the current and future supply chain of AIL, by respectively non-crossed and crossed 
arrows. The external growth of the supply chain, outside the organization of AIL, is discussed by two 
aspects: 
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1) Supply chain growth by vertical extension. The first type of growth is described by extension of 

the overall supply chain. In the near future, the 
crossed growth categories like Gall&Gall, ACR and 
ICA will be integrated in the supply chain of AIL. 
As illustrated, the supply chain will extended 
vertically by new upstream suppliers and 
downstream DC’s of new OPCO’s; 

2) Supply chain growth in present supply chain. The 
second type of growth is described by an increase of 
activities within the present supply chain. It is 
expected that OPCO’s, especially AH and 
Gall&Gall, realize large autonomous growth in the 
coming years. Therefore the current transportation 
lines of present supply chain will increase in 
volume. 

 
Both external types of growth lead to internal growth, which 
influence the organization of AIL: 

3) Supply chain growth in organization. The third type of growth has no overall supply chain 
orientation, but focuses on the supply chain player itself (in this case AIL). It is expected that 
supply chain growth, by the vertical extension and present supply chain, will enlarge the 
organization of AIL. This has also occurred by previous growth categories and lead to four 
problem categories (section 1.4). It is therefore suggested that organizational growth needs to be 
managed to cope with external supply chain growth.  

1.6. Dealing with supply chain growth and project description 
This section discusses the second step of the regulative cycle. Here, the central problem of supply chain 
growth is related to solution concepts. Van Aken et al. (2006) define three possible approaches for this 
purpose: empirical analysis, process-oriented analysis and theoretical analysis. Because the scope of 
supply chain growth has a wide range, it would require numerous analyses when using the first two 
approaches. Instead, the theoretical analysis is used as starting point. The theoretical analysis is used to 
find research areas that support the relations in the problem analysis, conceptualize the empirical 
phenomena and suggesting solution concepts (Van Aken et al. 2006).  
 
The structure for a theoretical analysis is that first the problem is introduced and the problem context 
explained. Subsequently, the theoretical analysis discuss how and why a specific research area covers the 
problem and context. Finally a conclusion is drawn. 
 
As examined by a literature study, an overall focus on both internal and external orientation on supply 
chain growth is not yet discussed in academic literature (methodology justification of the literature study 
is described in Appendix 5). Instead, academic research does discuss research areas by a single internal or 
external focus. Both types of research are analyzed separately to deal with the growth challenge of AIL. 
Finally, significant overlap has been found in the three supply chain research areas, which are argued in 
the following sections.  
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Figure 7: Supply chain growth for AIL
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1.6.1. Solution concept: supply chain strategy 
Introduction 
The reason for a first solution concept is initiated by problem analysis (section 1.4) and later urged by 
academic discussions.  
 
Context of the problem 
The problem analysis suggested that currently an explicit strategy is absent in the organization of AIL. 
Consequently, external organizational members of Ahold and internal organizational members of AIL 
have a different view of the AIL organization. For example, some members stress the AIL’s raison d'être 
has an external orientation: shifting negotiation power to Ahold and increasing transportation costs for 
competitors. Other members stress internal reasons, like costs savings and creating transparency in 
transportation costs (Appendix 2).  
Another problem in the context of an absent strategy is that the internal members of AIL all are unfamiliar 
with the ‘future roadmap’. The question ‘where are we going’ is currently unknown among the 
organizational members of AIL. Because the organization is oriented on the supply chain, which is also 
the scope of this thesis, it is suggested that a supply chain strategy for AIL is proposed.  
 
Theoretical analysis 
Academic discussions on the development of a supply chain strategy confirm the importance of a supply 
chain strategy and the problem context of AIL. 
 
Lapide (2006) stresses that a supply chain strategy should be competitively principled, which is supported 
by Ayers et al. (2008). Other authors like Fisher (1997) state that a supply chain strategy should be 
determined by the nature of the products and their supply chain priorities, or Lee (1997) which stress 
information distortion as part of a strategy. Although all authors emphasize different aspects of a supply 
chain strategy, they all stress the importance. 
 
Related to the AIL organization, Van Aken (2002) confirms the problem context of internal and external 
strategy transparency, because this author states that strategy defines the ‘actual behaviour’ of the 
organization, ‘also between different functional departments’. Moreover, the high ambition of AIL (see 
page three for an organizational statement) confirms the necessity of a supply chain strategy definition: 
“strategy defines actions to ensure the organization survive and realize its ambitions” (Van Aken, 2002). 
 
Conclusion 
The theoretical analyses confirmed the problems context by the supply chain strategy development 
research. This research area is used in a first solution concept to propose a supply chain strategy for AIL.  

1.6.2. Solution concept: inbound integration process 
Introduction 
A second solution concept is searched for managing external supply chain growth (Figure 7). Growth of 
the present supply chain is autonomous and determined by the functioning of the OPCO’s like AH and 
ETOS. When the sales of AH and ETOS increase, the supply chain activities of AIL also increase. 
Although AIL cannot influences this type of growth, the problem analysis (section 1.4) suggested that this 
type of growth is manageable. It is therefore not further used in the theoretical analysis for solution 
concepts. 
 
Instead, the other external type of supply chain growth, growth by vertical extension, requires active 
participation of the AIL organization. In this case, AIL has to integrate new suppliers and OPCO’s from 
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growth categories in the supply chain of AIL. The problem analysis suggested this process is difficult to 
control (section 1.4). 
 
Context of the problem 
As described in previous section, the context of integrating growth categories in the supply chain of AIL 
is characterized by a number of problems, like: limited focus on organizational change, internal problems 
in resource allocation, limited transparency in the created integration synergies and no clear definition of 
the scope of a particular growth category. Since AIL currently has no structured method to integrate 
growth categories, it is suggested that the integration of growth categories is a difficult process for the 
organization. The master thesis should therefore create integration knowledge for AIL.  
 
Theoretical analysis 
Supply chain integration is a subset of supply chain management and its challenge is to coordinate 
activities in the supply chain so that enterprises can improve performance (Simchi-Levi, 2008). 
Coordination in this context is explained by integrating supply chain activities between organizations. The 
purpose of supply chain integration research and the integration of growth categories by vertical extension 
are therefore identical.  
 
Subsequently, the problems and difficulty of integrating growth categories is confirmed by literature. 
Simatupang et al. (2002) state that supply chain integration is a difficult process, because different modes 
of integration are required to successful integrate the processes of different supply chain partners. This is 
also the reason that “Only a few companies fully exploit the integration of supply chains” (Fawcet et al. 
2002). The research by Simutpang et al. (2002) and other authors will be used to create knowledge for 
integrating growth categories.  
 
Conclusion 
The theoretical analyses confirmed the external supply chain growth characteristics and related problems 
by supply chain integration research. Therefore, this research area is used in a second solution concept 
to create knowledge with the purpose of integrating growth categories. 

1.6.3. Solution concept: measurement tool 
Introduction 
A third solution concept is searched for managing growth of the organization of AIL (Figure 7). As 
argued in section 1.5, it is expected that the growth in the internal organization of AIL needs management 
to cope with the two types of external growth.  
 
Context of the problem 
The growth of the internal organization by previous growth categories has encountered a number of 
problems. A first example is problems in infrastructure. During the past two years, the product portfolio 
increased exponential and so did the inventory in DC’s. Accordingly, new DC’s were added without prior 
notice. Another example of internal growth is the increase in turnover and the management time spend on 
solving problems. Both factors increased the workload of the personnel of AIL. Overall, it is observed 
that problems in the internal organization are managed afterwards. The third solution concepts should 
therefore assist AIL in current and future activities of the organization.  
 
Theoretical analysis 
Managing growth in the organization is confirmed by the supply chain measurement research area. “You 
cannot manage what you do not measure” (Lapide, 2000) illustrates the main argument for the supply 
chain measurement. In other words, the AIL organization needs to measure their organization first. When 
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their activities become transparent, as in the current portfolio and new growth categories, then AIL can 
manage their growth.  
 
The need for AIL to control current and future activities is confirmed by supply chain measurement 
research by Keebler et al. (1999): “supply chain measurement is the only way to control logistics 
processes “. Moreover, Gunasekaran et al. (2004) confirms that supply chain measurement determines the 
future course of actions for organizations.  
 
Supply chain measurement research suggests two solution directions for AIL. First, there are pre-defined 
supply chain measurement approaches (Lapide, 2000), which are the balanced scorecard, supply chain 
council’s SCOR model, the logistics scoreboard, activity based costing, economic value-added. Second, 
different methods are suggested that develop a new measurement program (Keebler et al., 1999; 
Richardson, 2000). It is suggested that one of these methods will be used to assist AIL in measuring the 
current and future activities.  
 
Conclusion 
The theoretical analyses confirmed the internal supply chain growth characteristics and related problems 
by supply chain measurement research. This research area is used in a third solution concept to control 
current and future internal activities. 

1.6.4. Project description 
Based on the conclusions in the sections 1.6.1, 1.6.2 and 1.6.3, this section defines a project description.  
 
First of all, a number of analyses are executed on the supply chain of AIL. These analyses are supported 
by a literature study and form the foundation for a supply chain strategy definition for AIL. The strategy 
definition needs to highlight the core competences of the supply chain of AIL. 
 
Subsequently, an inbound integration process is developed which can be used on the six new growth 
categories for AIL. It defines activities to successfully integrate a growth category in the portfolio of AIL. 
The process starts at the first contact and ends when all products in a growth category are organized 
through AIL. Academic literature and organizational experiences on integration processes are used for 
foundation.  
 
Next, a BRP toolbox is developed for managing the internal growth of the organization. The aim of the 
BRP toolbox is to measure the supply chain and organization of AIL on different criteria. The chosen 
criteria require to assist AIL in implementing the six new growth categories and provide an overview of 
the utilization of resources in the current organization.  
 
Finally, the BRP toolbox and the inbound integration process are tested on the Gall&Gall growth 
category to internally validate both solution concepts. It is expected that the three solution concepts and 
the implementation on the Gall&Gall growth category assist AIL in managing their supply chain growth.  
 
All of the above activities are combined in the following two-fold project description: 
‘Execute an analysis of the supply chain of AIL to define the strategy for AIL. Also an inbound 
integration process and a business resource planning toolbox are developed and tested on the 
Gall&Gall supply chain to manage growth.’ 

1.7. Relevance of the study 
The relevance for the master thesis project is twofold. Firstly the academic relevance is discussed by gaps 
in research and secondly the practical relevance is related to the problem statement.  
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The first gap in research is emphasized by a literature study in the master thesis project. This study 
discusses that research is done at measuring and integrating supply chains. However, the literature study 
suggested that no academic research is done at using both research areas simultaneously in one academic 
study. The single case study at AIL does use both research areas simultaneously to manage supply chain 
growth. 
 
The second gap concerns supply chain integration research. Few researchers have appeared to develop 
and test the concept of supply chain integration (Simatupang et al., 2002). The majorities of the supply 
chain integration research focus on the performance of supply chains after integration (Lummus et al. 
2008) or emphasize critical modes (Simatupang et al. 2002). However, the integration itself is given less 
attention. This thesis therefore develops an approach that covers the integration process on operational 
level. Also, the integration process is verified by the integration of the supply chains of Gall&Gall and 
AIL. As a result, the added value for academic research is characterized by the research in the actual 
operational of integrating supply chains.  
 
The third gap has to do with the gap of research in transportation economies of scale. As noticed by 
Thomas et al. (2005; 2007) little attention is given to one costs component, transportation economies of 
scale. The same author posits that these type of costs are more than eight times the amount of other costs 
components that are used in pooling models (order entry, customer service and order administration). This 
theory is supported by AIL, which primarily orders FTL because of the same transportation economies of 
scale argument. Section 6.3 continues the discussions on these three gaps.  
 
The practical relevance of the master thesis study can be expressed by referring to the problem statement. 
In the short lifespan of AIL it came across four categories of problems. The organization is aware of these 
problems and attributes it to general company start-up problems. However, the organization is also aware 
that the growth will continue in the coming years (as illustrated in Figure 8, where a doubling of product 
turnover is projected).  
Given the ‘need for structure in growth’ and the reasoning 
above, the master thesis project is a necessity for the Ahold 
organization to manage future supply chain growth.  

1.8. Outline master thesis 
The content of the master thesis consists of the following chapters: 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

Mainly the research question, the definition of supply chain growth and the project description 
are discussed. 
 

Chapter 2: Supply chain strategy for Ahold Inbound Logistics 
Here, a business and operational strategy for AIL is suggested.  

 
Chapter 3: Five step inbound integration process 

A five step inbound integration process is discussed, which purpose is to successful integrate six 
growth categories into the portfolio of AIL. 

 
Chapter 4: Business resource planning toolbox 

The BRP toolbox which measures internal resources to control supply chain growth is discussed. 
 

Figure 8: Growth figures AIL (source: internal 
documentation) 
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Chapter 5: Gall&Gall growth category 
One of the growth categories for AIL is introduced and tested on the five step inbound integration 
process and the BRP toolbox.  

 
Chapter 6: Concluding statements  

In the last chapter, overall conclusions, the scientific contribution and recommendations are 
discussed.  
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2. Supply chain strategy for Ahold Inbound Logistics 

2.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses a first solution concept for managing supply chain growth, namely the supply 
chain strategy for AIL. The purpose of this type of strategy is to create a supply chain which is consistent 
with future requirements.  
 
So far, no explicit strategy for AIL is defined. Therefore section 2.2 is called strategy awareness and 
describes the distinguishing strategy elements of AIL which are known among its employees. The next 
section discusses the approach for the strategy definition. The title of this chapter is expressed by the 
sections 2.4 and 2.5. Here, a business and operational strategy is defined based on the approach of Lapide 
(2006). It will appear that both types of strategies define new strategic elements of which the organization 
is not aware. Finally, in section 2.6 the business and operational strategy are confronted in a matrix and it 
is explained how the operational models are related to the business strategy.  

2.2. Strategy awareness 
Although not explicitly described, it is observed that the AIL organization is aware of two main strategic 
elements. The first element is the focuses on efficient transportation volume. Efficient transportation 
volume is realized in two different ways.  
 
On the one hand, AIL only orders FTL from suppliers. The reason for this ordering principle has to do 
with the transportation economies of scale argument (section 6.3). Transportation costs are influenced by 
weight, distance and mode and, most importantly, increase disproportionate when weight decreases.  
Ordering primarily based on FTL reduces transportation costs and the overall cost price.  
 
On the other hand, AIL can organize efficient transportation volumes by concentrating volumes from 
different OPCO’s. This aspect is also described in chapter 5, where different OPCO’s are buying wine 
bottles from the same regions and the same suppliers. By combining the volume and handling it through 
AIL, the inbound transportation is more frequently which results in a higher supply and rotation of the 
inventory. Consequently, this process results in a decrease of inventory and cost of capital. 
 
The second strategic element aware in the organization is managing inbound transportation. 
Traditionally, the transportation of the inbound flow was managed by the suppliers. Currently, AIL is 
managing the transportation itself. It proves that this operational function improves transparency in 
market (transportation) information and achieves cost efficiencies.   

2.3. Approach strategy definition 
This section describes an approach of Lapide (2006) which is used to define a supply chain strategy for 
AIL.  Subsequently, the methodology in the strategy definition is discussed. 

2.3.1. Supply chain strategy development 
A multi-year research project by MIT called Supply Chain 2020 (Lapide, 2006) found a strategic 
framework and a set of deeper guiding principles that underpin supply chain superiority, symbolized by 
the term ‘excellence’. This framework is illustrated in Figure 9 which will be used for strategy definition 
in this master thesis. 
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The research states that an excellent supply chain: 
1) Supports, enhances, and is an integral part of a company’s 

competitive business strategy; 
2) Leverages a supply chain operating model to sustain a 

competitive edge; 
3) Executes well against a balanced set of competitive 

operational performance objectives; 
4) Focuses on a limited number of “tailored” business 

practices that reinforce each other to support the operating 
model and best achieve the operational objectives.  

For building or changing an existing supply chain towards 
‘excellence’, it is suggested to start on the first characteristic 
and work sequentially down. The business strategy consists of 
competitive strategy elements (Appendix 6), which answers the 
question ‘Why do we exist’. Section 2.4 deals with the 
definition of the business strategy. 
 
Subsequently, the business strategy is aligned with the operational strategy. The operational strategy 
consists of operating models that both support and enhance the business strategy. The operational strategy 
answers the question: ‘How do we do it?’. Section 2.5 deals with the definition of the business strategy. 
 
Thirdly, operational performance objectives are defined to match the business goal which are grouped in 
three types by Lapide (2006); customer response, efficiency and asset utilization (Appendix 7). Placing 
greater focus on some and less on others, operational excellence can be measured and improved.  
 
The fourth and last characteristic of an excellent supply chain is the focus on a limited number of business 
practices that reinforce each other and are aligned with the operational objectives. Examples of excellent 
supply chains and their frameworks are illustrated in Appendix 8. 
 
When the business and operational strategy are realized, the operational performance objectives and 
tailored business practices are formulated. However, the purpose of this thesis is only to suggest a supply 
chain strategy for AIL to create a competitively principled supply chain. Therefore, the operational 
performance objectives and tailored business practices are out of the scope. 

2.3.2. Methodology 
The business and operational strategy for AIL is formulated by two sources of information: interviews 
and a literature study. Again, a semi-structured approach for the interviews is used. The respondents of 
the interviews are listed in Appendix 1. Appendix 9 lists the questions, the outcomes of the interviews. 
The reason for the elements which are not processed in the strategy for AIL are also stated. It can be 
noticed that people form AIL, the Ahold and external organizations are interviewed to formulize a first 
supply chain strategy for AIL.  
 
Concerning the literature study, for the most part a specific study on supply chain trends is used for the 
definition of a supply chain strategy for AIL. Appendix 10 shows the result of trends in supply chain 
trends in detail. 
 
Both sources of information are used to define a first version of the supply chain strategy for AIL. In an 
organizational momentum and personal interviews, the supply chain strategy for AIL is changed. 
Changes, discussion and choices for leaving out particular strategy elements are also discussed in 
Appendix 9. 

Figure 9: Framework for an ‘excellent supply 
chain’ 
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2.4. AIL’s Business Strategy 
The master thesis project uses the strategic framework by Lapide (2006) which starts by the definition of 
the competitive strategy elements in a business strategy. The business strategy of AIL is defined by an 
overall twofold challenge: 
 
‘Create cost efficiencies and achieve a 98,4% service level by synchronizing the upstream and 
downstream supply chain’  
 
The way to achieve the two business challenges is discussed in the section 2.5 by the operational strategy. 

2.4.1. Cost efficiencies 
The first factor in the business strategy for AIL is the realization of cost efficiencies for the Ahold 
organization. The main reason that AIL functions as a multiple internal supplier, is that it charges a 
lower DDP price (Delivered Duty Paid) to the OPCO’s compared with the situation where products are 
sourced by OPCO’s directly at suppliers. The decreased (internal) selling price realizes cost efficiencies 
for the Ahold organization. The reason why AIL creates cost efficiencies is discussed in section 2.5 
concerning the operational strategy. 

2.4.2. Synchronizing the upstream and downstream supply chain 
The second challenge of the business strategy is to achieve a 98,4% service level by synchronizing the 
upstream and downstream supply chain. This challenge is described by the figure below (Figure 10).  
 

 
Figure 10: Illustration of the challenge of AIL: synchronizing of the upstream and downstream supply chain.  
 
The supply chain between the supplier and AIL, or the inbound process, has the following characteristics: 

• Suppliers produce large batches to benefit from economies of scale. Also the transportation is 
characterized by FTL ordering or concentration of volume (illustrated by thick arrows); 

• Suppliers most of the time offer a short range of products; 
• Suppliers, and AIL, are forecast driven; 
• The supply chain from supplier to AIL is non-responsive due to large lead times (mostly 

because sea transportation). The focus is therefore on long periods of time. 
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The downstream supply chain, starting from AIL to retail stores, has opposing characteristics: 
• AIL and DC’s of Albert Heijn distribute small batches or LTL shipments (shipments with more 

than one supplier); 
• Retail stores of Albert Heijn, especially with new brands like ‘AH XL’ and ‘AH to go’ offer a 

broad product assortment. The concept of ‘the long tale’ describes this by the definition of selling 
a large number of unique items, each in relatively small quantities; 

• The supply chain of Albert Heijn is (customer) demand driven. Replenishment models use input 
information on the demand of each product, by hour, by store; 

• Because of the previous reason, the supply chain of Albert Heijn is very responsive. As 
illustrated, the lead time between AIL and DC’s is one day and the lead time between DC and 
retail stores ranges from 3 hours to 1 day. 

 
As described by the opposing characteristics in the previous paragraphs, AIL is situated between two very 
different side of their supply chain. The four main differences between the upstream and downstream 
supply chain (large vs. small order batches, short range vs. large range of products, non-responsive vs. 
responsive and forecast- vs. demand driven) increase the management complexity for AIL.  
 
Based of the reasoning above, the second aspect in the business strategy of AIL is to synchronized the 
upstream and the downstream supply chain.  

2.5. Operational strategy 
As described by Lapide (2006), the operational models enhance and support the business strategy. The 
first two aspects of the operational strategy are already discussed in section 3.2, which are ‘efficient 
transportation volume’ and ‘managing inbound transportation’. There are reasons to add four other 
operational strategy elements, namely sharing demand information, external communication, supply chain 
flexibility and sustainability. The following four sections describe these elements in detail.  

2.5.1. Sharing demand information 
The first additional operational model for AIL is ‘sharing demand information’. 
 
Currently, the forecasting system of AIL operates on orders by DC replenishment. As noticed in 
interviews and supported by the definition of the Bullwhip4  effect in AIL’s supply chain (Figure 11), 
potential improvement can be realized by extracting information from point of sales (POS) data from 
store replenishment. When real sales data (which has stable demand patterns) is combined with historical 
demand patterns and planned promotions (from the category management department), customer demand 
becomes transparent in the overall Ahold supply chain and operations can better be managed.  
 
Externally of the Ahold organization, improvement can be realized by sharing the demand forecast with 
suppliers. This is also supported by the trends in supply chain management (Appendix 9). Extensive 
collaboration by information sharing enables suppliers to better plan their production schedules. When 
doing so, advantages like leadtime reduction or cost price 
reductions can be realized in return in the advantages of AIL. 
 

                                                      
4 The first law of supply chain dynamics is the bullwhip principle, which states that the magnitude of demand 
variability a company faces increases the further upstream it resides in the supply chain (Fine, 2000).Logically, the 
magnitude of demand variability increases by an additional supply chain player (as in AIL). The demonstration of 
the Bullwhip effect for the Ahold supply chain, on all products, can be found in Appendix 15.   

Figure 11: Example of the Bullwhip effect in AIL’s 
supply chain.
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Sharing demand information is the second approach in the coordination of retail supply chains by Levy et 
al. (2007). The same authors suggest more extensive forms of information sharing, like collaborative 
planning, forecast and replenishment (CPFR). (also supported by Lee, 2004). 

2.5.2. External communication 
The second additional operational model that enhances the business strategy is called ‘external 
communication’.  
 
This model defines the communication with external stakeholders. The external stakeholders mentioned 
in this section are the sourcing department, the category management department and suppliers. However, 
also other departments are considered in this perspective.  
 
The main argument for external communication is based on the cost breakdown analysis in Appendix 16. 
This analysis shows that the purchasing price of an arbitrary product is 90% of the total cost price. From 
an Ahold perspective, the sourcing department is therefore leading and it is important that they receive all 
information to make a correct supplier and product choice.  
 
Another functional department which concerns the external communication function is the category 
management department. Efficient external communication with this department is necessary to update 
the product forecast with information on promotions.  
 
By external communication with suppliers, it enables AIL to execute the following strategies: 

• Supplier evaluation, which consists of actively measuring and communicating the service level 
performance of suppliers; 

• Supplier risk reduction strategies, which consist of using two suppliers for one product to pooling 
risk; 

• Supplier cooperation strategies, is supported by trends in supply chain management (Appendix 
10). Cooperation can lead to many options, for example synchronized production and the 
reduction of the Bullwhip effect.  

 
Finally, external communication enhances the synchronization challenge in the business strategy.  

2.5.3. Supply Chain flexibility 
The third additional operational model that enhances and supports the business strategy is ‘supply chain 
flexibility’. 
 
Because markets and global environments change rapidly, supply chains need to be flexible to cope with 
unexpected scenarios (Lee, 2004). By the use of IT tools, lead times can be reduced. Other examples that 
have been discussed in the AIL organization are the use of EDI, so that orders can faster be processed and 
ordering time can be reduced, new transportation methods and the set-up of consolidation or warehouses 
oversea. All these methods, also discussed literature study, potentially improve the flexibility of AIL’s 
supply chain.  
 
Supply chain flexibility enhances the synchronization function of the business strategy. 

2.5.4. Sustainability 
The fourth additional operational model that enhances and supports the business strategy is 
‘sustainability’.  
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Currently, Ahold is initiating steps on sustainability on corporate level. Although these activities do not 
yet have effect on business units as AIL, it is expected that sustainability will influence operations of 
logistic organizations in the near future. This is also supported by the literature study in future drivers 
(Appendix 10). Examples of sustainable activities which can be executed by AIL: 

• Creating AIL’s CO2 footprint and using emission measurement in management decisions; 
• Using efficient assets; 
• Substituting to emission friendly transportation possibilities like short sea and train; 
• Setting requirements for contracted transportation companies. 

 
Additionally, it is expected that organizations are penalized by their CO2 emissions in 2013 (Poelgeest, 
2008). Therefore, based on the corporate responsibility and penalization argument, it is suggested that 
AIL start focusing on CO2 emission measurement in the near future. It is expected that sustainability 
influences, most likely from 2013, the cost efficiency function of the business strategy. 

2.6. Conclusions and organizational support 
The supply chain strategy development method of Lapide (2006) is used to define the business and 
operation strategy characteristics for AIL. The challenge is that both support and enhance each other. 
Therefore, the elements are confronted in the matrix of Figure 12. Based on this matrix, AIL’s strategy is 
discussed. 
 
 Cost efficiencies Synchronization of up- and downstream  SC’s  
Efficient transportation 
volume 

• Ordering primarily FTL/FCL  
• Concentrating volume from different OPCO’s and 

reducing inventories  

 

Managing inbound 
transportation 

• Insourcing inbound transportation  

Sharing demand 
information 

• Sharing demand information in the Ahold supply 
chain 

• Sharing demand information with suppliers 

• Sharing demand information in the Ahold supply 
chain 

• Sharing demand information with suppliers 
External communication • Provide sourcing department supplier and product 

information 
• Supplier evaluation 
• Supplier risk reduction strategies 
• Supplier cooperation strategies 

Supply chain flexibility  • Supply chain flexibility options; EDI, new 
transportation  methods (short sea, rail) and 
overseas consolidation or buffer points 

Supply chain sustainability • Use emission measurement in management 
decisions (from 2013) 

 

Figure 12: Confrontation matrix business and operational strategy elements 
 
The first business challenge of AIL, creating cost efficiencies for OPCO’s, is realized by the formulation 
of five operational models. By insourcing the inbound transportation and organizing efficient 
transportation volumes (by ordering primarily FTL and combining transportation from OPCO’s, 
transportation costs are reduced. Also, when AIL emphasizes sharing demand information in the supply 
chain, it is expected that inventories can be reduced because demand and supply can be coordinated more 
efficiently and effectively. 
AIL can also realize costs reduction for the Ahold organization. By providing the sourcing department 
with product and supplier information, they are able to manage the largest costs, the purchasing costs, in 
the best possible way. Moreover, it is also expected that CO2 emission influences costs from 2013.  
 
The second business challenge of AIL, synchronizing the upstream and downstream supply chain, is 
realized by three operational models. First of all, sharing demand information realizes more upstream and 
downstream demand transparency. Secondly, external communication with suppliers enables different 
supplier management strategies to deal with the upstream supply chain. And thirdly, the use of supply 
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chain flexibility options like electronic data interchange (EDI), new transportation methods (rail, train) 
and overseas consolidation points support and enhance the synchronization of the upstream and 
downstream supply chain.  
 
It is suggested that all the operational models are implemented together. However, if the operational 
models are prioritized, the sharing demand information is considered most important. Sharing demand 
information supports both business models and enhances two operational models. External 
communication with suppliers and the sourcing department are enhanced by more and accurate demand 
information and supply chain flexibility options are easier to evaluate because of demand transparency.  
 
When the business and operational models are confronted, only correspondence between the sharing 
demand information and external communication models are noticed. Although both models involve the 
supplier, they do not work against each other and can be used simultaneously. Because of this reasoning, 
it is concluded that the operational strategy models both support and enhance business strategy and the 
original problem of section 1.6.1 is solved.  
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3. Five step inbound integration process 

3.1. Introduction and definition 
This chapter discusses a second solution concept for managing supply chain growth, namely the five step 
inbound integration process. The definition of the inbound integration process is discussed first. 
Subsequently, the actual content of the process will be discussed in section 3.2 and section 3.3 deals with 
the validity of the inbound integration process. Finally, concluding statements and an explanation about 
the organizational support is discussed in section 3.4. The development approach, previous problems in 
integrated growth categories and a literature discussion are described in 0. 
 
The five step inbound integration process is a structural approach to integrate growth categories in 
the portfolio of AIL. More specifically: 

• The process concerns inbound integration, because the upstream supply chain of growth 
categories (inbound) is organized through the AIL organization (integration); 

• The inbound integration process is structural, because a number of standard activities lead to an 
integration of a growth category. It is advised that all the five steps of the inbound integration 
process are executed and iteration between the five steps is possible;  

• The inbound integration process is also general in the sense it can be applied to all growth 
categories; 

• The content of the five step inbound integration process has a focus on logistics and 
organizational change management.  

3.2. Five Step inbound integration process 
The five step inbound process consists of the five steps as illustrated in Figure 13. All five will now be 
discussed.  

1) Plan 2) Business 
Case 3) WoW 4) Pilot 5) Roll out

 
Figure 13: five steps inbound process 
 
Phase 1: Plan 
The first phase of the five step inbound integration process drives the whole 
integration project. This is because the intentions are expressed for an 
integration of both supply chains. 
 
The first phase consists of four activities: 

1) The first activity is to ‘form a project team & hold a kick-off meeting’. It is suggested that the 
project team consists of a steering group and project groups (Van Aken, 2002). The steering 
group consists of key figures with management power from both organizations. The steering 
group coordinates project groups, which consist of employees also from both organizations, with 
available (time) resources. The project groups work out the actual organization (phase 3) to 
successfully adjust both organizations towards supply chain integration; 

2) The second activity is the definition of the scope for the project. Here the steering group defines 
the area which covers the integration, possibly in product categories, geographical locations or 
other factors; 

3) The third step consists of individual activities. The OPCO defines its current logistical 
bottlenecks and opportunities, which is the point of departure for the business case. Also, since it 
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is the first formal meeting, AIL informs the OPCO about the external and internal benefits which 
they have realized for the Ahold organization; 

4) Finally, a project planning is formalized and the approach for the next phases is discussed. 
 
Phase 2: Business Case 
The purpose of the second phase is to asses if an integration of the growth 
category in the portfolio of AIL is beneficial.  
 
Since literature does not prescribe a process for assessing a potential supply chain integration project, the 
experiences of AIL and a test case are used to develop an approach. It proposes three activities, namely 
supply chain mapping, quantitative analyses and qualitative analysis. However, since every growth 
category has its own characteristics, additions are recommended.  
 
The phase consists of three activities: 

1) The first step in assessing the supply chain is suggested by Fawcet et al. (2002) in a study of 
supply chain integration; “a minority formally maps its supply chain and a few companies have a 
well-grounded idea how their core supply chains work”. The purpose of the supply chain map in 
the business case is to create transparency in all supply chain activities; 

2) The second step in assessing an integration project is by the execution of a number of quantitative 
analyses. At least the following analyses need to be executed: 
• Analysis on the FTL and LTL distribution of transportation; 
• Analysis on corresponding suppliers of AIL or nearby suppliers to realize concentration of 

transportation volume; 
• Analysis on the average rotation speed of inventory, which is defined by the number of weeks 

inventory is average in stock; 
• Analysis on the promotion proportion on total sales; 

3) The third step in assessing an integration project is the execution of a qualitative analysis. This is 
because not all logistical activities can be expressed quantitatively. A SWOT analysis is 
suggested for this purpose, which define the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of 
an organization.  

 
The purpose of these analyses is to create insight in the current inbound performance and the (financial) 
benefits of a supply chain integration with AIL. Based on these observations, a ‘Go / No Go’ decision is 
made for an integration with AIL. 
 
Phase 3: Way of Working 
The purpose of the third phase is to prepare the organizations and supply 
chains for integration. It consists of three activities. The first activity uses a 
framework with six functional areas to formulate the actual way of working. 
The second activity is the change management plan, which deals with the organizational change and 
consists of a delta analysis and an intervention strategy. The third activity uses the BRP toolbox (chapter 
4) to create transparency in the organizational consequences for AIL when the growth category is 
implemented. Now the three activities will be discussed in detail.  
 

1) In the first activity, the actual way of working is formulated by detailed framework of six 
functional areas (Appendix 18). The purpose of the framework is to name all operational aspects 
that are important for integration. Figure 14 illustrates a summary of the framework. 
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Functional areas Description Modes of SCI 
Supply chain 
objectives 

Definition of objectives, (product) categories which will 
be organized through AIL. This functional area also 
consists of performance measures, like service level 
agreements (SLA). 

Incentive alignment 

Supply chain 
management 

Definition of, among other things, the supply chain 
infrastructure, replenishment and forecasting 
organization, transport and capacity utilization.  

Logistical integration 
Information sharing 

Supply chain 
organization 

Definition of weekly processes, communication structure, 
standard operating procedures and knowledge 
management. 

Collective learning 
Logistical integration 

Supply chain IT Definition of communication technologies, data 
management forecasts, data integrity principles and 
potential EDI connection. 

Information sharing 

Supply chain 
financials 

Definition of payment terms and financial risks - 

Other supply chain 
issues 

-  - 

Figure 14: Functional areas, their description and the relation with SCI modes 
 

The framework is formulated on internal documentation of Ahold and the four different modes of 
supply chain integration by Simatupang et al. (2002). Because the four modes of integration are 
explicitly taken into account, it is expected that the success of integration increases.  

 
2) In the second activity, a change management plan is developed to deal with organizational change 

in the integration of two supply chains. The content of the implementation plan is a delta analyses 
and an intervention strategy. Subsequently, it is suggested that the BRP toolbox (chapter 5) is 
used to create transparency in the integration of growth categories on organizational resources.  
 
A delta analysis (Van Aken et al., 2002) identifies the main differences between the present 
situation and the new situation. So it stresses the aspects that change after implementation. 
Subsequently, both direct and indirect stakeholders are identified. Direct stakeholders are 
individuals or groups of the work processes and/or organizational roles that change. Indirect 
stakeholders on the other hand are people who cooperate with the direct stakeholders and 
therefore have to know about the changes in roles and processes (Van Aken et al., 2002).  

 
Another aspect of the delta analysis is to identify the sources for resistance to change. Naturally, 
people are resistant to change. Van Aken et al. (2002) identify five different sources of resistance 
to change; 

• Lack of understanding is a source of resistance that captures three categories. The first 
one is that there is a lack of understanding of the problem. Secondly, there is no 
understanding of the new supply chain structure. Thirdly, there is a misunderstanding of 
the consequences of the change for one’s own position and work processes; 

• Difference in opinions contains that one may understand the problem, but disagrees with 
the solution on technical and economic grounds;  

• Lack of trust in the intentions or competences of the members that are part of the project 
to integrate the supply chains; 
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• Low willingness to change captures that stakeholders may not want to change because 
they fear the unknown, or fear that they will not perform well in the new system or just 
don’t want to loose a familiar organization environment; 

• Conflicts of interest can exist between material and immaterial interest of various 
stakeholders. 

 
After the delta analysis, an intervention strategy is formulated. An intervention strategy can be 
organized around the TPC model (Technological, Political and Cultural) of Tichy (Van Aken et 
al., 2002) which manages the previous resistances to change. According to this model, a supply 
chain integration project should be managed simultaneously in three intertwined aspect systems 
(Van Aken et al., 2002): 

1. The technical system defined as the domain of the technical and economic issues; 
2. The political system defined as the domain of material and immaterial interest and of the 

formal and informal power individuals and groups may use to protect these interests; 
3. The cultural system defined as the domain of corporate and departmental culture, of 

corporate, group and individual identity and of the emotions connected with the close and 
repetitive interactions with other people within the organization. 

 
3) In the third activity, the BRP toolbox (chapter 4) is consulted. This toolbox illustrates the 

organizational consequences on 18 resources when a growth category is implemented. By using 
the BRP toolbox, it is suggested that the success of integration increases. For a detailed 
discussion about the BRP toolbox is referred to the next chapter.  

 
The final activity of the third phase is to update the planning for the final two phases: the ‘pilot’ and the 
‘roll out’. 
 
Phase 4: Pilot 
The purpose of the fourth phase is to test the integration of both supply chains in 
the operation.  
 
Phase 4 is called the ‘pilot’, because now the first products are actually organized through AIL. Also, the 
framework in the way of working and the implementation plan are actually executed by the steering 
group. 
 
After the pilot phase is executed, the integration is evaluated and a ‘Go / No Go’ decision is taken for the 
roll out phase. Possibly, the way of working or change management plan is adapted through a reiteration 
step to phase 3.  
 
Phase 5: Roll out 
In the final phase of the five step inbound integration process, the remaining 
(product) categories are, one by one, organized through AIL. Also, continues 
evaluation on the integrated supply chains and organizations is suggested. A 
returning formal meeting is organized in which the change in both organization and their cooperation is 
discussed. Again, the way of working can be improved by a reiteration process through the third phase.  

3.3. Quality criteria 
Since the five step inbound integration process is a strategic change project (Van Aken, 2002), the five 
corresponding quality criteria by Van Aken et al. (2006) are used to discuss the quality. Every criterion is 
described first and then applied on the five step inbound integration process. 
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Performance focused 
The first criterion assesses if the inbound integration process actually improves the primary objective. 
Referring to the inbound integration process, the primary objective is to create knowledge to integrate 
growth categories. 0 discusses an approach were problems, potential improvements by observations and 
two research areas are used to define an inbound integrated with the same purpose. The inbound 
integration process is therefore considered performance focused.  
 
Design oriented 
The second criterion assesses if activities during the project are controlled through a sound project plan.  
Because the inbound integration process defines a project plan and updates it in three other steps, it is 
considered design oriented.  
 
Theory-based 
The third criterion assesses if the five step inbound process is academically founded. The five step 
inbound integration takes into account two types of academic studies. The first is supply chain integration 
research area. The second study is more generally oriented. Since the integration of supply chains 
involves organizational changes, ‘organizational change in design perspective’ (Van Aken, 2002) is also 
taken into account. Because both research areas are taken into account, the inbound integration process is 
considered theory-based. 
 
Client oriented 
The fourth criterion assesses if one deal respectfully with the client system as a whole. This criterion can 
be confirmed by two arguments. First, a steering group and a project group is formulated in step 1 of the 
inbound integration process. Second, the inbound integration process takes the views and interests of all 
stakeholders into account. Because of both arguments, the solution concept is considered client oriented.  
 
Justified 
The final criterion describes why the designed solution solves the problem. Because this quality criteria 
will also be considered in the conclusion section and to avoid repetition, there is referred to the next 
section. Nevertheless, the solution concept is considered justified and in this manner the inbound 
integration process satisfies all quality criteria. 

3.4. Conclusions and organizational support 
The actual integration project of the first growth category, Gall&Gall, passes the time period of this 
thesis. Therefore the effectiveness and efficiency of the inbound integration process cannot be 
determined. However, the organizational learning approach by Van Aken et al. (2006) is used to assess if 
the designed solution solves the problem. 
 
The inbound integration process has developed knowledge and capabilities for the organization, because 
during the development the organization is actively involved. Moreover, the inbound integration process 
is supported by two research areas which correspond with the integration of growth categories and it is 
suggested that the overall process meets the quality criteria for a supply chain integration projects (Van 
Aken et al., 2006). Because of these arguments, the inbound integration process is considered justified to 
solve the original problem: creating knowledge for integrating growth categories as described in section 
1.6.2. 
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Finally, during the master thesis project, the first, second and third step of the inbound integration process 
are executed on the Gall&Gall growth category. In this process, different members of the AIL 
organization have been involved. Furthermore, during the master thesis project, it is initiated by 
organizational members of AIL to use the inbound integration project also on the ACR growth category. 
Because of this, it is concluded that the five step inbound integration process is supported and embedded 
in the AIL organization.  
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4. Business resource planning toolbox 

4.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses a third solution concept for managing supply chain growth, namely the BRP 
toolbox. The next section discusses the development of the BRP toolbox and section 4.3 will give an 
overview of the toolbox. Subsequently, characteristics of sound measurement are related to the toolbox. 
Finally, general conclusions are drawn in section 4.4 and the organizational support for the toolbox is 
discussed. 

4.2. Approach BRP toolbox 
The method of Keebler et al. (1999) and Richardson (2000) define a seven step approach to develop or 
improve an effective logistical measurement program. Additionally, the article by Ledyard et al. (2004) is 
used to change the first four steps and develop a customized approach for AIL’s BRP toolbox. This is 
because the steps by Ledyard et al. (2004) have a better approach to determine resources and also Keebler 
et al. (1999) and Richardson (2000) are more focussed on improving measurements. The result of 
combining both methods is illustrated in Figure 15. Next, every step is explained and discussed for the 
development of the BRP toolbox.  

Establish key 
goal

Determine 
elementary 
categories

Determine 
resources which 

respresent
categories

Develop 
prototype

Implement & 
test Train & roll out

 
 
Figure 15: The approach for developing the BRP toolbox (Keebler et al. (1999); Richardson (2000); Ledyard 
et al. (2004)) 
 
Establish key goal 
The development of the BRP toolbox starts with the overall objective. Based on the central research 
question, the objective of the toolbox is to create insight in the usage of resources which assist AIL in 
managing growth. Resources are defined after the next three paragraphs.  
 
The paper of Mentzer et al. (1991) suggests that evaluation of logistic functions may be divided into three 
areas: productivity, utilization and performance. Productivity is the ratio of real output to real input, 
performance is the ratio of actual output to standard output and utilization is the ratio of capacity used to 
available capacity.  
 
Although productivity and performance are important to measurements, they are not useful in the scope of 
the master thesis. Since the supply chain and organization of AIL continuously grows, it is less relevant to 
compare productivity and performance areas because the output variables continuously vary. But then 
again, the utilization of capacity is important. The supply chain organizations need to be monitored on the 
available capacity and restrictions, since this has caused problems in the past for AIL.  
 
Besides that the BRP toolbox measures the current utilization on resources, the toolbox also reflects the 
utilization of integrated growth categories. By doing so, it is suggested that AIL can track and 
preventively protect its organization from overcapacity problems. 
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Based on previous argumentation: Resources are measurement criteria with possibly certain capacities 
and need to be taken into account for managing supply chain growth. Resources vary in unity from time 
and quantity or costs.  
 
Determine most important categories and their resources (step2&3) 
As discussed in the literature study on supply chain measurement (Appendix 20), the available 
measurement approaches in academic research provide less help in assessing specific measures for each 
supply chain organization (Lapide, 2000). Therefore, step 2 and 3 are used to determine categories and in 
specific resources to measure the supply chain organization of AIL.  
 
A workshop is organized for most of the AIL organization members to determine the most important 
categories and resources which need to be measured in managing supply chain growth. The main reason 
for organizing a workshop is because it enhances interactivity between different functional departments. 
By using a workshop, resources are defined from different functional perspectives that are important for 
managing growth. The result of this workshop is defined in Appendix 21. 
 
Develop prototype, implement and test (step 4&5) 
Based on the workshop and discussions with experts from AIL on their ERP system, a first prototype is 
developed. Next, an organizational momentum is organized to demonstrate the first prototype (Keebler et 
al. 1999). Furthermore, four discussions with different employees of AIL are organized to collect personal 
feedback and new requirements for the toolbox. Based on the collected information, the resources for 
measuring the four categories are adjusted by a reiteration through step 3. 
 
The final BRP toolbox is defined by four categories and 18 resources. The categories are transportation, 
DC, employees and finance and the resources are discussed in the next section. The reason for choosing 
these categories and resources is because of data restrictions and integrity reasons. The reports used for 
the BRP toolbox are restricted on their output information. Subsequently, particular data fields showed 
not integer, so that finally 18 resources were available for the toolbox. 
 
Train and roll out 
At the end of the master thesis, the BRP is again demonstrated to the employees of AIL and employees of 
AIL are trained to use the BRP toolbox.  

4.3. Overview BRP toolbox 
In this section an overview is given on the four categories and their actual resources. The appendices 
provide additional information on the BRP toolbox: 

• Activities and operations (Appendix 22); 
• Data infrastructure and limitations (Appendix 23); 
• Transportation resources (Appendix 24); 
• DC resources (0); 
• Employee resources (Appendix 26); 
• Financial resources (Appendix 27). 

4.3.1. Category transportation and resources 
Because AIL outsources all their inbound and outbound transportation, the capacity of transportation is 
potential unlimited. However, transportation contracts are based on volumes per region. Therefore, the 
BRP toolbox creates transparency on the location and volume of inbound and outbound orders over time 
and not restrictions are indicated. Figure 16 define al the eight resources more specifically. 
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Resource number Characteristic Unity 1 Unity 2 Time period 
1 The inbound transportation in pallets per week past three months 
2 The inbound transportation in pallets per week future three months (including growth categories) 
3 The inbound transportation  in pallets per country cumulative past three months 
4 The inbound transportation  in pallets per country cumulative future three months (including growth categories) 
5 The outbound transportation  in pallets per week past three months 
6 The outbound transportation  in pallets per week the future three months (including growth categories) 
7 The outbound transportation  in pallets per DC’s of an Ahold divisions cumulative past three months 
8 The outbound transportation  in pallets per DC’s of an Ahold divisions cumulative future three months (including growth categories) 

Figure 16: 10 transportation resources in the BRP toolbox  
 
All transportation resource analyses in the toolbox are illustrated in Appendix 24 and an example of the 
6th resource is illustrated below. The blue bar represents the projected number of pallets outbound per 
week on the current portfolio. The red bar represents the number of pallets outbound per week of the 
growth categories that will be integrated.  
 

 
Figure 17: The outbound transportation, in pallets, in weeks, over future three months; 

4.3.2. Category DC and resources 
Because AIL outsources all their DC activities, the overall capacity of DC’s is potential unlimited. 
However, all individual DC’s are restricted on handling and inventory capacity. Both factors are 
measured in the BRP in one moment of time. Figure 18 define the resources more specifically. 
 
Resource 
number 

Characteristic Measurement 
variable 1 

Unity 1 Unity 2 Remaining information 

9 Inventory capacity 
usage 

in pallets per AIL DC currently in stock and including 
growth categories  

- 

10 Inbound handling  in pallets for all AIL 
DC’s 

average inbound handling a week for current portfolio and growth 
categories  

11 Outbound handling in pallets per AIL DC average outbound handling a week for current portfolio and growth 
categories  

Figure 18: Three DC resources in the BRP toolbox 
 
All DC resource analyses in the toolbox are illustrated in 0 and an example of the first resource on the 
inventory capacity usage is illustrated below. The blue bar represents the maximum inventory capacity, 
the red bar represents the current inventory capacity used and the green bar represents the project 
inventory capacity used by growth categories.  
As illustrated, all values are in pallets and allocated to one of the AIL DC’s (TBDC stand stands for ‘Tiel 
Buffer DC’ and WBDC stands for ‘Wine Buffer DC’). The same structure is used for the other two DC 
resources.  
 
 
 
Figure 19: Example of inventory capacity usage 
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4.3.3. Category Employees and resources 
The third category is named employees. AIL has two type of employees, inbound logistic managers and 
planners. Since the inbound logistic managers have flexible tasks, it is not possible to measure their 
activities by utilization. On the other hand, the tasks of planners are fixed and also administrated in the 
ERP system. It is decided to make the activities and responsibilities of a planner transparent by the 
number of products, outbound in pallets and working capital. Figure 20 defines these resources more 
specifically. 
 
Resource 
number 

Characteristic Unity 1 Unity 2 Time period 

12 Responsible number of products per 
planner 

number of products number of products assigned in growth 
category 

currently in planners 
portfolio 

13 Number of outbound pallets per 
planner 

number of outbound 
pallets 

projected outbound pallets assigned in growth 
category 

currently in planners 
portfolio 

14 Responsible working capital per 
planner 

working capital in 
euro’s 

projected working capital assigned in growth 
category 

currently in planners 
portfolio 

Figure 20: Three employee resources in the BRP toolbox 
 
All employee resource analyses in the toolbox are illustrated in Appendix 26 and an example of the third 
resource on the working capital per planner is illustrated below. The blue bar represents the maximum 
working capital capacity, the red bar represents the current working capital a planner is responsible for 
and the green bar represents the additional assigned working capital by growth categories. The same 
structure is used for the other two resources.  
As illustrated, all values are in euros and per planner. In the example below it is noticed that planner 
‘Liselore Halink’ nearly exceeds her restriction on maximum working capital per planner after addition of 
the growth category to her portfolio.  
 
 

 
Figure 21: Example of responsible working capital per planner 

4.3.4. Category Financials and resources 
The final category of the BRP toolbox is named financials. In the financial communication with OPCO’s 
six financial parameters are used. Because of data restriction reasons, four resources are used for the BRP 
toolbox. The purpose of these resources is to create transparency in the supply chain costs of AIL. 
Subsequently, no restrictions on the resources are indicated because they are in potential unlimited. Figure 
22 defines the financial resources more specifically. 
 
Resource number Characteristic Unity 1 Unity 2 Time period 
15 Working capital total working capital  

(in euro’s) 
per AIL DC for current portfolio and growth categories  

16 Interest costs total interest costs 
(in euro’s) 

per AIL DC for current portfolio and growth categories  

17 Inventory holding costs total inventory holding costs 
(in euro’s) 

per AIL DC for current portfolio and growth categories  

18 Material holding costs total material holding costs 
(in euro’s) 

per AIL DC for current portfolio and growth categories  
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Figure 22: Five financial resources in the BRP toolbox 
 
All financial resource analyses in the toolbox are illustrated in Appendix 27 and an example of the first 
resource on the working capital per planner is illustrated below. The blue bar represents the current 
working capital per BDC and the red bar represents the additional assigned working capital by growth 
categories per BDC.  
 

 
 
 
Figure 23: Working capital in euros per BDC 

4.4. Characteristics of sound measurement 
Cooper et al. (2003) define three criteria for evaluating a measurement tool: validity, reliability and 
practicality. In the following paragraphs, first the criteria will be defined and subsequently all three 
criteria will be reflected on the BRP toolbox.  
 
Validity 
“Validity refers to the extent to which a tool measures what we actually wish to measure” (Cooper et al., 
2003). First of all, a structured process, academically founded by Keebler et al. (1999), Richardson (2000) 
and M. Ledyard et al. (2004), is used to develop the BRP toolbox. Subsequently, the toolbox is validated 
by a number of organizational momentums, were the content (to assess all relevant resources) and 
construct (to assess data integrity of resources) are discussed. Given both arguments, it is concluded that 
the toolbox is valid.  
 
Reliability 
“Reliability has to do with the accuracy and precision of a measurement procedure” (Cooper et al., 2003). 
The main reliability issue in the development of the BRP toolbox concerns data integrity. The most 
important argument for solving this quality issue is that the input of the BRP toolbox is based on reports 
from the ERP systems that are used in daily operations. This is because it is assumed that the reports of 
the operations are data integer. Moreover, the results of the BRP toolbox are frequently presented at 
organizational members to asses if the output represents the reality. Based on both arguments, the BRP 
toolbox is considered reliable.  
 
Practicality 
“Practicality is concerned with a wide range of factors of economy, convenience, and interpretability” 
(Cooper et al., 2003). Before the development of the BRP toolbox, three requirements are determined 
which concern practicality. The first requirement was that the toolbox should have a large planning 
horizon so that it can be used every three months. Also, the parameters should be easy to maintain and the 
output of the toolbox should capture the functioning of AIL in an overview. All three requirements are 
processed in the BRP toolbox, which meet respectively the economy, convenience and the interpretability 
arguments.  
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4.5. Conclusions  
Section 1.6.3 describes that the supply chain measurement tool should assist AIL in current and future 
activities by measuring the internal organization. Taken into account the restrictions on data integrity and 
user requirements, a supply chain measurement tool is developed which measures the utilization of 
resources of the AIL organization to manage growth. Not only current, but also future activities in the 
form of growth categories can be processed in the BRP toolbox. Also, the BRP toolbox is validated on 
measurement characteristics. Based on these arguments, it is concluded that the BRP toolbox solves the 
original problem of section 1.6.3. 
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5. Gall&Gall growth category 
This chapter is removed from the original master thesis, because it contains classified information of the 
Ahold organization. 
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6. Concluding statements 
This final chapter discusses the last step of the regulative cycle. It evaluates and reflects the master thesis 
project by concluding statements with three objectives in mind. Firstly, a conclusion section evaluate if 
the thesis answers the research question. Secondly, recommendations for AIL are suggested. Finally, 
since this project also creates value for literature, the contribution to scientific research is discussed. It 
must be noticed that the last objective serves a broader interpretation.  

6.1. Conclusions  
According to the problem analysis (section 1.4), the research question and main challenge of AIL is how 
to manage growth. Subsequently, the different types of growth for AIL are defined and there is argued for 
three solution concepts (section 1.6): a supply chain strategy, an inbound integration process and a BRP 
toolbox. All three solution concepts are developed in the chapters 2, 3 and 4 were the methodology and 
quality is justified. Moreover, the last two solution concepts have been tested on the growth category 
Gall&Gall. Although the process towards managing growth is considered structured and valid, the 
discussion remains if AIL can manage growth by the designed solution concepts.  
 
According to Van Aken et al. (2006), the research question can be answered by two purposes: project-
oriented learning and organizational learning. Both will now be discussed. 
 
Project oriented learning 
When solution concepts are implemented in the organization, project oriented learning defines a delta 
analysis to answer the research question and sub-questions. A (pre-test and) post-test over a period of 
supply chain growth can be used for this purpose. When AIL simultaneously controls costs and achieves 
the service level agreements in this period of time, the solution concepts have assisted AIL in managing 
growth.  
 
Apart from the transparency on the consequences of an implementation of the Gall&Gall growth category 
in the current organization, the actual integration project of the first growth category Gall&Gall passes the 
time period of this thesis. Therefore the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution concepts in managing 
growth cannot be determined by project oriented learning at this stage.  
 
Organizational learning 
A second purpose, organizational learning, can determine if the master thesis project answers the research 
question. Organizational learning is the process in which knowledge and capabilities are developed during 
the business problem solving project (Van Aken et al., 2006).  
 
Concerning this master thesis, knowledge has been created by the development and validation of the 
solution concepts to manage growth. The members of AIL actively participated in all the steps in the 
master thesis project. Therefore, also capabilities have been developed by organizational members that 
assist AIL in managing growth. The following elements can be distinguished: 

• Knowledge and capabilities for a structured approach of integrating growth categories: the 
development of the five step inbound integration process has created knowledge on how to 
integrate the growth categories into the portfolio of AIL, mainly by applying the ‘supply chain 
integration’ and ‘strategic change project’ research areas. Capabilities in the AIL organization 
are developed by the participation of organization members in the business case development. 
More specifically, the AIL organization learned which logistical processes are crucial for a 
beneficial supply chain integration; 
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• Knowledge on the important internal factors to manage growth: the development of the BRP 
toolbox and the associated discussions on the resources enhanced a dialogue within the 
organization of which factors are important for managing growth. Furthermore, it is suggested 
that this master thesis also creates awareness in the AIL organization of the supply chain growth 
it is challenging; 

• Knowledge on the distinguishing strategy models of AIL: by the formulation of the supply chain 
strategy of AIL, the AIL organization is more aware of which strategy models distinguish its own 
organization. 

6.2. Recommendations  
The following recommendations for AIL are suggested: 
 
Growth categories 
Although the growth categories other than Gall&Gall are out of the scope, it is expected that they will 
have large influence on the utilization of the AIL organization. It is therefore recommended that the 
growth categories are investigated in the near future. Doing so, AIL can fully exploit a structured way of 
integrating growth categories in their portfolio by the five step inbound integration processes and 
preventively track and change the impact on their organization by the use of the BRP toolbox. 
 
Input data BRP toolbox 
Since the input data determines the outcome of the BRP toolbox, it is important that this information is 
accurate. The input data of the BRP toolbox are derived from AIL’s ERP system and from manual input 
on the growth categories. When both types of data are collected, it should be evaluated on integrity. Also, 
because the necessary data on growth categories are hard to collect within the Ahold organization, special 
attention has to be paid to the collection process of this type of information.  
 
Further research 
A number of research issues, which are not in the scope, have been encountered. This paragraph will 
shortly discuss these research issues that can be studied, for example by new OML master thesis projects.  

• Allocation of cost efficiencies; currently, the AIL organization is a non-profit organization. 
Therefore, the realized cost efficiencies by AIL are directly allocated to the OPCO’s. When the 
portfolio of AIL increases, sales increase and most likely the cost efficiencies also increase. It is 
expected that this relationship has effect on the incentive of OPCO’s to actively participate in 
cooperation with AIL. Academic research like ‘cost allocation’ and ‘strategies in transfer pricing’ 
are therefore recommended in the near future; 

• Consolidation points; one of the operational strategy models of AIL is characterized by ‘efficient 
transportation volume’, which consist of transporting primarily FTL/FCL and concentrating 
volume from different OPCO’s. To fully exploit this operational model, AIL is currently 
considering consolidation points in continents as Asia and Australia. A foundation by a master 
thesis study concerning this supply chain infrastructural change is recommended; 

• Carbon footprint; the literature study showed that sustainability is one of the key issues in future 
supply chain management. Also referring to the corporate green-policy of Ahold and the 
expectancy that organizations have to pay for CO2 emissions, it is recommended that AIL does 
research on its carbon footprint. Examples of sustainable activities for AIL are suggested in 
section 2.5.4. 
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6.3. Scientific contribution 
The following sections define three gaps in academic research that are addressed by the master thesis 
project at AIL. As reflection by a single case study can contribute by innovation, elaboration, verification 
and falsification, the final result is assigned to one of these contribution characteristics as well (Van Aken 
et al., 2006). 

6.3.1. Supply chain growth in an integral perspective 
The first scientific contribution of this master thesis has to do with the broad scope of this master thesis 
project.  
 
This master thesis define challenges for managing growth at AIL with an internal and external focus. For 
both the internal focus (a supply chain measurement program) and the external focus (a supply chain 
integration approach) are solution concepts developed. While the Gall&Gall growth category is used in 
test case, the internal and external oriented solution concepts are used simultaneously.  
 
The literature study for this master thesis suggests that research is done at measuring and integrating 
supply chains separately. However, no academic research is done at using both research areas 
simultaneously in one academic study. The single case study at AIL does use the supply chain 
measurement and supply chain integration research integrally to deal with supply chain growth. This 
single case study has concluded that a supply chain integration is beneficial and that, with a few 
organizational adjustments, currently enough organizational capacities are available. It is suggested that 
the use of both solution concepts simultaneously has increased the control in managing this particular 
case study. However, since the actual integration passes the time of this thesis, the success of using both 
research areas simultaneously cannot be determined.  
 
Because of the last argument, it is not argued that this gap of research is attributed to one of the 
contribution characteristics of Van Aken et al. (2006). Instead, the purpose of this section is to suggest a 
new research area: increasing the performance of supply chain integration by supply chain measurement.  
 
Concluding from this argumentation: there is less academic knowledge available on measuring and 
integrating supply chains simultaneously. Because the master thesis does use both research areas 
simultaneously in one case study, it possibly initiates a new research area and therefore creates scientific 
value. 

6.3.2. Research in processes to integrate supply chains 
The second scientific contribution of this thesis is the gap in operational approach of integrating supply 
chains. In other words: “how are supply chains integrated?”. 
 
The majority of the supply chain integration research focuses on two areas. The first is the link between 
performance and supply chains integration. Authors suggest that better integrated supply chains lead to 
better performance (Lummus et al. 2008; Lee et al. 1997). However, a few researchers have appeared to 
(develop and) test the concept of supply chain integration (Simatupang et al., 2002). Therefore no real 
evidence on the performance of integrated supply chains is available.  
 
The second type of research emphasizes critical modes in the integration of supply chains. Many authors 
emphasize different critical modes of integration. However, a study by Sumatupang et al. (2002) 
formulates a framework that unifies these different modes that are required to integrate supply chain 
processes of different partners. This framework is also used in the master thesis.  
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As both the supply chain integration research areas have a strategic or tactical level of scope, the literature 
study has not found academic research on operational level of integrating supply chains. More 
specifically: an approach to integrate two different supply chains.  
 
The master thesis has developed a general integration process for AIL to integrate supply chains. The 
same process can also be used by other organizations. Additionally, the integration approach is partly 
tested on the integration of the Gall&Gall and AIL supply chain, which improved the internal validity of 
the integration approach. 
 
Concluding from this argumentation: there is less academic knowledge available on the processes to 
integrate supply chains. Because the master thesis has developed a general integration process with this 
purpose, it creates scientific value by elaboration. 

6.3.3. Transportation economies of scale 
The third scientific contribution of this thesis concerns the lack of attention given to transportation costs 
economies of scale (Thomas et al., 2005; 2007; Tyworth et al. 2002). 
 
The gap in the literature is explicitly addressed to the research on pooling lead time risk. Risk pooling 
literature examines the effects of splitting at two different suppliers. It develops long-run cost models to 
demonstrate the value of order splitting. The value proposition for lead time pooling is that the savings in 
both cycle and safety stock holding costs, as well as in shortage costs, may exceed the incremental 
ordering costs (Thomas et al., 2007). 
 
Current costs analysis models consider four cost elements to 
demonstrate benefits of order splitting, namely: holding costs 
for cycle and safety stock, aggregate ordering costs, shortage 
costs and purchase costs.  
 
However, studies have criticized the lack of attention given to 
transportation costs economies of scale, the magnitude of 
transportation costs in relation to inventory costs, the in-transit 
component of system inventory, and the likelihood of 
correlated lead times (Thomas et al., 2005). In research, 
transportation has been treated nominally as part of the 
aggregate order costs that, for which it was assumed to increase 
proportionately with the number of splits. However, the transportation costs are influenced by weight, 
distance and increase disproportionate when the weight changes. An example is given in Figure 27.  
 
Beside the argument on disproportionate increase, also a study by Tywort et al. (2000) takes the 
transportation costs explicitly into account and suggests that the level of transportation costs is 
underestimated.  
 
The master thesis at AIL supports both arguments and therefore emphasizes this specific gap in the 
literature. AIL is also confronted with choices for splitting orders of products by different suppliers for 
pooling risk. However, AIL does not consider different transportation volumes. Since the ‘efficient 
transportation volume’ model is part of the supply chain strategy, AIL primarily orders FTL at suppliers. 
The foundation for this strategy model lies in the argument of disproportionate increase in transportation 
costs. Subsequently, the cost breakdown analysis in Appendix 16 supports the other argument about the 
importance of transportation costs. It showed that after purchasing costs, transportation costs is the second 

Figure 24: Rate per 100lb for 500 miles 
transportation (Thomas et al. 2006)
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largest costs in a cost price breakdown and largely exceeds other types of costs like storage and handling 
costs.  
 
Concluding from this argumentation: the master thesis confirms that the transportation economies of 
scale argument need more attention in academic research, because of its disproportionate increase and 
high contribution of the cost price breakdown., It therefore creates scientific value by verification. 
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List of abbreviations: 
 
 
Abbreviation  Meaning 
ABC  Activity based costing 
ACR  Ahold Czech Republic 
AIL  Ahold Inbound Logistics 
AH  Albert Heijn 
BDC  Buffer distribution centre (DC of AIL) 
BRIC  Brazil, Russia, India, China 
BRP Business Resource Planning 
COC Cost of Capital 
CPFR Collaborative 
DC  Distribution centre 
DDP Delivered duty paid 
EDI   Electronic data interchange 
ERP  Enterprise Resource Planning 
ESM European sourcing managers 
EVA Economic value analysis 
FCA Full container load 
FTL  Full truck load 
KPI  Key performance indicators 
LCL  Less than container load 
LTL Less than truck load 
NFR   Not for resale 
OPCO  Operating company 
PESTLE Political, Economical, Social, Technological, Legal, Environmental 
POS   Point of sale 
SLA   Service level agreement 
TBDC   Tiel buffer DC 
TPC  Technological, political, cultural 
WBDC  Wine buffer DC 
WOL   Wine online 
WoW   Way of working 
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Appendix 1 Persons involved in the master thesis 
The table below illustrates which persons are involved in which step of the regulative cycle in this master 
thesis.  
 
Name person Organization Function Step of the 

regulative cycle 
Tom van 
Woensel 

Eindhoven University of 
Technology 

Assistant professor in Operations 
Management 

All steps 

Wendy van der 
Valk 

Eindhoven University of 
Technology 

Assistant Professor Purchasing & 
Supply Management 

All steps 

Bert van Dijk Ahold Inbound Logistics Director All steps 
Pim Posthumus Ahold Inbound Logistics Inbound logistics manager 3.1, 3.2 and 5 
Michelle 
Pauwels 

Ahold Inbound Logistics Inbound logistics manager 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 5 

Jeroen Hirdes Ahold Inbound Logistics Inbound logistics manager 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 5 
Arnold ten Pas Ahold Inbound Logistics Inbound logistics manager 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 5 
Marco 
Barneveld 

Ahold Inbound Logistics Team leader planning 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 5 

Huub Fronen Ahold Inbound Logistics Inbound logistics manager 3.2, 4 and 5 
Roel Verhoeven Ahold Inbound Logistics Financial officer AIL 3.1, 3.3, 4 and 5 
Marcel Yska Ahold N.V. Senior project manager 3.2 
Bauke-Jan 
Wiersma 

Ahold N.V. Senior sourcing manager 4.1 

Rob van der 
Pol 

Ahold N.V. Sourcing controller 3.1 

Mark van der 
Drift 

Ahold N.V. Supply chain manager AH 3.1 

Jan Benedictus Ahold N.V. Senior sourcing manager 1 
Anita Sholte 
Reimer 

Ahold N.V. Senior sourcing manager 1 

Rob Knoester Ahold N.V. Flowmanager AH replenishment 1 
Rien Poot Simon Loos Manager Simon Loos 1 
Bieke Herijgers Gall&Gall Service manager Gall&Gall 4.1 
Bart de Bot Gall&Gall Manager supply chain Gall&Gall 4.1 
David van 
Duffelen 

Gall&Gall Business controller Gall&Gall 4.1 

Rogier Streng Gall&Gall Wine buyer Gall&Gall DC 4.1 
Leo Meijer Gall&Gall Logistics manager Gall&Gall DC 4.1 
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Steps of the regulative cycle: 
Step 1:   Defining research question and project description 
Step 2:   Detailed analyses of research question 
Step 3.1:  Formulating the new strategy for AIL 
Step 3.2:  Developing the inbound integration process 
Step 3.3:  Developing the BRP Toolbox 
Step 4.1:  Validation of the inbound integration process on the Gall&Gall growth category 
Step 4.2: Validation of the BRP toolbox on the Gall&Gall growth category 
Step 5:   Conclusions and implementation 
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Appendix 2 Interview questionnaire for problem analysis 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 3 Internal analyses supporting the cause and effect diagram 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 4 Service level performance AIL 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 5 Methodology justification of the literature study 
To justify the academic support of the master thesis, this appendix discusses the methodology and results 
of the literature study. Firstly, the general methodology and sources for searching academic subjects is 
discussed. Secondly, all the search definitions and their references are related.  
 
General methodology in the search for academic support 
 
Mainly three sources for finding academic support for the master thesis are used. The first one is the 
library of the Eindhoven University of Technology, which is mainly used for search of academic books. 
Also, ABI/inform is used to search for academic articles on a specific subject. The third source is mostly 
used as the start for finding papers and books, which is Google Scholar (scholar.google.com).  
 
First, search definitions are evaluated by Google Scholar to find the most cited articles and books. 
ABI/inform and the website of the library of Eindhoven University of Technology are subsequently used 
to search for the availabilities and additional information. Searches on these two sources of information 
are executed on title or subjects. 
 
When searches list a large number of books and articles, they are evaluated on their title, the number of 
citations (or by Google Scholar of by ABI/inform) and date (2000 or later, with exceptions). When books 
or articles seem relevant for the master thesis, their abstract is assessed and, when relevant, they are 
studied in detail.  
 
After articles are studied and it suggested other relevant papers, these are also specifically searched on 
title.  
 
Other remarks about the general methodology in search for academic support: 

• Combination of search definitions are used to specify search when necessary; 
• In some cases, specific searches are executed on authors because of the specialisation: H. Lee 

(supply chain information management, Bullwhip), M. Christopher (supply chain management, 
agility), J. Fernie (retail supply chain management), L. Lapide (supply chain trends and strategy 
development); 

• In this master thesis, no information from websites is used.  
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Search definitions and their results 
 
Search definition Number in reference table 
‘Supply chain management’, ‘retail supply chain management’, 
‘retail logistics’ 

1, 3, 6, 14, 15, 16, 32 

‘trends in supply chain management’, ‘logistical trends’ 4, 8, 9 
‘Supply chain integration’, ‘logistical integration’, ‘operational 
integration supply chains’ 

7, 17 ,25 

‘Supply chain strategy’ ‘strategy and supply chains’, ‘supply 
chain strategy development’ 

12 

‘Supply chain measurement’, ‘measuring supply chains’ 5, 10, 11, 18, 21, 34 
‘Transportation economies of scale’, ‘transportation and 
economies of scale’ 

26, 27, 28 

‘Inbound logistics’ No relevant references found and used 
in this master thesis 

‘Supply chain growth’, ‘internal and external growth of supply 
chains, ‘growth of supply chains’ 

No relevant references found and used 
in this master thesis 

‘Supply chain pooling’, ‘Pooling lead time’, ‘lead time 
pooling’, and ‘consolidated distribution’ 

No relevant references found and used 
in this master thesis 

 
Book and articles which have been studied but not used in the master thesis are not discussed.  
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Appendix 6 Elements on alignment business and operational strategy 
 

 

Appendix 7 Elements on alignment operational strategy to business goals 
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Appendix 8 Case studies of ‘excellent’ supply chains 
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Appendix 9 Questionnaire and answers for strategy definition AIL 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 10 Study on trends in supply chain management 
This appendix describes a literature study on trends in supply chain management. The trends are used for 
the definition of the business and operational strategy for AIL.  
 
The analysis on trends starts by describing future drives, which are aspects that most likely change supply 
chain and purchasing environments. The PESTLE method (Verhoef, 2007) is solely used to categorize the 
future drivers. The PESTLE method is an acronym for Political, Economical, Social, Technological, 
Legal and Environmental factors. Besides these six factors, the future drivers are categorized into internal 
and external forces (as in GCI & Capgemini 2006 & 2008). Future drivers which are categorized under 
external forces are largely outside the scope of the industry. Retailers must consider their impact in future 
decisions. In contrast with internal forces, which are inside the scope of the industry.  Retailers have 
influence to change these internal forces (at least to some degree).  
 
Subsequently, the actual trends in supply chain management are discussed. The trends form solution 
concepts which deal with the future drivers. 
 
Future drivers in supply chain management 
A result of mapping the most relevant drivers for future supply chain organizations, by PESTLE-factors 
and forces, can be found in Appendix 11. The next section will not try to squeeze the future drivers, 
because all are relevant. Instead, the next section stresses the most important future drivers. 
 
The first future driver which is noticed by many sources is the new upcoming economies. Next to the 
BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China), Africa and Korea are countries which grow 
significantly. Therefore, these countries will stimulate more globalization of trade and have significant 
impact on the increase of scarcity of natural resources like energy, raw materials and water.  
 
The 2007 Bali treaty5 and other political initiatives show importance of stressing technological drivers. It 
is expected that collaboration between companies is a major driver for the coming years. Open standards 
for real time information sharing and sharing transportation and infrastructures is expected to change 
future supply chains, especially because of congested infrastructures, reduction on CO2 and increase in 
oil prices. The first effect is strengthened by increasing urban population.  
 
Further more, governments will increase rules in which they stimulate, among other things, sustainability. 
 
Last, western population is aging and customers get more demanding. They will demand customized 
products with a focus on service, via different channels.  
 
Trends in supply chain management 
In the previous section future drivers were defined. Now supply chain trends are illustrated which apply 
in this context (see Appendix 12 as well). The supply chain trends are extracted from: 

1) Promising solution areas: These are not implemented yet, but are examples of supply chains who 
anticipate on challenges for future drivers; 

2) Leading practices: examples of existing supply chains which integrate different aspects and have 
shown efficient solutions to current and future challenges; 

                                                      
5 United Nations climate meeting, Bali, December 2007. Twelve thousand delegates from 190 nations gathered in 
Bali for two weeks of talks on climate change. A decision was finally reached to approve a ‘roadmap’ for two years 
of negotiations on a broad pact to succeed the Kyoto Protocol (1997) on the reduction of collective emissions of CO2 
and five other greenhouse gases.  
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The supply chain trends are categorized in four solution categories, being physical, technology, use of 
information and strategy & models.  
 
Physical supply chain solutions 
Probably the most radical innovation in future supply chains will be sharing infrastructure, like 
warehouses and transportation vehicles by different companies. An example is illustrated in Appendix 13 
and Appendix 14. Effects of this solution concept are simplification of the overall physical footprint, a 
decrease of congested infrastructure and control over the transportation costs by rising oil prices. When 
sharing infrastructure is combined with efficient use of resources, it is expected that pressure on the 
environment will decrease significantly. 
 
Technological  & use of information as supply chain solutions 
The second and third solution category goes hand in hand. Open standards and collaboration on 
information, together with further improvement of technologies like RFID, POS and shopper interaction 
techniques, will be upmost important in the future. Not just because they will realize (cost) efficiencies, 
but they will also be used to pro-actively track customer fast changing demand patterns. Besides internal 
use, information and technologies will be used to stimulate and optimize collaboration between supply 
chain partners. As in synchronizing production, the bullwhip effect of current supply chains can be 
controlled. 
 
Strategy & models as supply chain solutions 
Finally, it is expected that a number of tools will further be developed to measure (qualitative and 
quantitative) the extent of collaboration and ecologically soundness of supply chain players. 
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Appendix 11 General future drivers 
  External forces Sources Internal forces Sources

Upcoming economies of BRIC, Africa & Korea Larry Lapid, 2008 Change in balancing local and global sourcing GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Economical  GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
China unkown future and has 3rd largest economy Larry Lapid, 2008
Sustainability and energy efficiency will be prime 
consideration in SCM

GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Current infrastructures are increasingly congested GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
Because of high oil price, change in transportation (from 
air to ocean and truck to real)

Larry Lapid, 2008

Environmental Volatility and increase in oil prices Larry Lapid, 2008
Overall, companies are challanged to redesign supply 
chains (mainly because of increase of transportation costs 
and infrastructure congestion)

GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

Scarcity of natural resources (like energy, raw materials 
and water)

GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Customers oriented on health and wellness GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
More pressure on CO2 emission GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
More globalization in trade Van Weele, 2002

Political Tightly alligned tradingblocs in EU Larry Lapid, 2008 Trends in risk management and need for security Larry Lapid, 2008
Moore's law effects will continue GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Green product design Larry Lapid, 2008

Growing role of RFID GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Companies need to rething effectively match supply and 
demand, because of increasing complexity

GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

More technologies used by consumer GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Due to integration of technologies, product complexity 
will increase

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

Technological Explosion of information Larry Lapid, 2008
Greater significance on capturing demand signals early in 
value chain

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

Virtual world will increase Larry Lapid, 2008 Collaboration between supply chain partners GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Van Weele, 2002 GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

More real time and availability of information Larry Lapid, 2008 Adopting open standards for collaboration GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

Open information sharing on consumer demand GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

More rules by government,  on sustainability GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 More rules by government, on transporation (times) GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

Larry Lapid, 2008 Governement keep stimulating innovation GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
Legal IP&Patents have different value in Azia Larry Lapid, 2008

More presure on Corporate Responsibility GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Laws for stimulating flexible working (hours) GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Africa en Asia's share on world population will grow 
substantially

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006 Consumers more demanding GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

Raise middle class Asia Larry Lapid, 2008 Van Weele, 2002
More engineers in China and India Larry Lapid, 2008 Consumers getting more power GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Scarcity of human resources on manufactering GCI & Capgemeni, 2006 Van Weele, 2002

Social Graying of Western population GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Consumer are going to more interact via different 
channels

GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

Larry Lapid, 2008 Customers focus change from product to service GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
Increase in urban population GCI & Capgemeni, 2008

Larry Lapid, 2008
GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

Altering of national identities through movement of 
worldpopulation

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006

Trends which shape the industry, which are largely outside the control of the 
industry.

Trends which also shape the industry, but for which the industry have the power to 
shape how this change will take place. 
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Appendix 12 Supply chain trends  
 
Solution 
Category

SC trend Source Description

Collaborative physical logistics GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Focus is on sharing infrastructure like warehouses and transportation vehicles
Commissie van Laarhoven, 2008 Shared transport, collaboration between manufacturers, retailers, possibly by 3PL
Fransoo, 2008 Shared physical infrastructure

Shared information to e.a. to combine deliveries
Reverse logistics GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Focus is on reuse of assets that are not directly product related, like pallets and crates

Larry Lapid, 2008
Eficcient assests GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Focus on assets which make more efficient use of key resources like energy, water, land and materials
In‐store logistics GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Focus is on value adding to customer and reducing costs

Real time insight in inventory by RFID
Shelf‐ready products, which improves shelf replenishment and enhance visibility
Further improve POS by data warehouses which provide analysis and reports
Shopper interaction, use mobile devices for marketing, payment and forecasting

Identification and labelling GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Through the use of barcodes and RFID tags, all partners have transparancy on products in the supply chain

Demand fluctuation management GCI & Capgemeni, 2008 Through integration and collaboration from retailers with SC partnes, demand signal from customers can be smoothened.

Synchronized production GCI & Capgemeni, 2006
Due to information sharing, production can be synchronized on demand. Therefore batches are used in smoothened 
production and the bullwhip effect is reduced

Information sharing GCI & Capgemeni, 2006 With the adaption of open standards, collaboration and information flow can be improved
Commissie van Laarhoven, 2008

Sustainability GCI & Capgemeni, 2006 Through the use of life cycle assesment, companies can be made ecologically sound.

Commissie van Laarhoven, 2008
This can be done by: production design (limiting use scarce resources), production methods (less use resources), improve 
asset utilization, smart packaging, optimize store locations, transportation to stores, waste management and pollution 
management.

Fransoo, 2008

Joint scorecard and business plan GCI & Capgemeni, 2008
Focusses on tools which measure the extent to which companies work collaboratively (qualitative) and to which extent the 
impact of that collaboration is (quantitative)

Companies cultural and behavioural 
changes

GCI & Capgemeni, 2006 Focus on creating trust within and between enterprises

Sharing information on; inventory and out‐of stocks, POS data, sales/order forecasts, new product introduction, consumer 
insights
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Appendix 13 Current retail supply chains 
(GCI & Capgemini, 2008) 
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Appendix 14 Future retail supply chains 
(GCI & Capgemini, 2008) 
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Appendix 15 Bullwhip analysis 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 16 Cost breakdown analyses 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 17 Development approach inbound integration process 
The approach on developing the inbound integration process consists of four steps. The problems and 
observations of previous integrated growth categories are analyses first. Subsequently, a literature study is 
executed to find research that has overlap with the purpose of the inbound integration process. The 
combination of both led to a five step inbound integration process in section 3.2. The five step inbound 
process is also tested parallel on a growth category (chapter 5). Only the first two steps are discussed in 
this appendix. 
 
Problems and observation of previous integrated growth categories 
 
Information from this section is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
 
Literature study 
 
Academic literature has consulted two types of research areas. The first is supply chain integration 
research, corresponding the purpose of the five step inbound integration process. Also, as noticed by 
previous section, organizational change had limited focus. Therefore, organizational change management 
research has also been conducted.   
 
Supply chain integration 
 
The first research area used for the five step inbound integration process is supply chain integration. 
Supply chain integration is a subset of supply chain management and has many interpretations. 
Obviously, its challenge is to coordinate activities so that enterprises can improve performance: reduce 
cost, increase service level, reduce the bullwhip effect, better utilize resources and effectively respond to 
change in the marketplace (Simchi-Levi, 2008). The importance of an explicit supply chain integration 
process is confirmed: “Only a few companies fully exploit the integration of supply chains” (Fawcet et al. 
2002, Simatupang et al, 2002). 
 
This section will not discuss the performance of SCI, because researchers are dissent (Frohlich et al. 
2001; Lummus et al. 2008), instead the most important aspects in integrating of supply chains are 
considered.  
 
Generally, four different modes of coordination in SCI have been identified in the literature (Simatupang, 
2002): logistics synchronization, information sharing, incentive alignment and collective learning. All 
four are discussed. 
 
Logistics synchronization is a process of improvement initiatives to create value in the integrated supply 
chains. 
To fully exploit new value creation, companies need to map their supply chains first (Fawcet et al., 2001). 
Now that customer demand, individual inventory management, facility and transportation between 
partners is visualized, dramatic improvements can be realized. Forms mentioned by Lambert et al. (1998) 
are rapid response to customer requirements, decreased inventory costs, improved product availability, 
and minimum variance in unexpected events. Several strategies of logistics synchronization have been 
developed to realize the synergies in SCI, such as collaborative logistics processes, operational flexibility, 
postponement and collaborative transportation.  
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The coordination of information sharing attempts to make relevant, accurate and timely information 
available to the decision-makers. 
The second aspect involves the Bullwhip effect (Lee et. 1997). Traditional communication between the 
supply chains parties are made through periodic ordering in large batches. This ordering behaviour 
distorts original demand information, because demand variance becomes larger, as order data filtered to 
the upstream members. However, in SCI visibility of demand data and inventory at the point of sales is 
possible. Therefore, information flows towards upstream members to update forecasts needs to be part of 
the integration process of supply chains.  
 
Incentive alignment defines how decision-makers are to be rewarded or penalised for the decision they 
make. 
Optimal SCI is cooperation between two parties were both personal gains are maximized. In practice 
however, conflicts of interest are likely to occur when the existing incentives, most likely in the form of 
KPI’s, lead to actions that maximize personal gains but often reduce the total profitability. Therefore, 
incentives schemes need to linked to the performance of the integrated supply chain and reflect both value 
creation for the customers and profitability. 
 
The coordination of collective learning in SCI deals with the coherency problem of initiation and 
diffusion of knowledge across organization borders.  
The last aspect in SCI has to do with the coordination of tacit knowledge within two integrated 
organizations. To fully exploit an integrated supply chain, organizations must to understand and create a 
capability to transfer tacit knowledge from one to another. Mastering tacit capability involves intensive 
dialogue, experimentation and discussion of data, information and knowledge to attain collective sense 
making. The objective of collective learning is to extend each partner capability that is useful for 
accomplishing ongoing improvement.  
 
The framework below will be used in the five step inbound integration process to take all important 
aspect of integrating supply chains into account. 
Coordination mode in SCI Description 
Logistics synchronization Logistics synchronization is a process of improvement 

initiatives to create value in the integrated supply 
chains. 

Information sharing The coordination of information sharing attempts to 
make relevant, accurate and timely information 
available to the decision-makers in the integrated 
supply chains. 

Incentive alignment Incentive alignment defines how decision-makers in 
both organizations are to be rewarded or penalised for 
the decision they make. 

Collective learning The coordination of collective learning in integrated 
supply chains deals with how to tackle the coherency 
problem of initiation and diffusion of knowledge 
across organization borders. 
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Organizational change management 
 
The second research area used for the five step inbound integration process is organizational change 
management. The research by Van Aken (2002) on ‘organizational change in design perspective’ is used 
for this purpose.  
 
Two theories by Van Aken (2002) support the five step inbound 
integration process. First, Van Aken proposes a five-phase model for 
strategic change projects. This model is used in merging, or integrating 
supply chain, organizations. The structure and content of this model is 
used for the development of the five step inbound integration process, 
therefore, the relation between both is illustrated on the right. The model 
for strategic change projects will now be discussed. 
 
The first step of Van Aken corresponds with the first phase of the inbound 
integration process. It is mainly executed by the steering group which 
define the reason, or problem choice, for integrating and changing the 
supply chains. In the second step, an in-depth analysis is executed to create 
more insight in the problems and setting targets as in integration. In the 
third step, the new strategy and structure of the integrated supply chains 
are designed. Also, a change management plan is specified. Fourth, the 
actual change is executed and the strategic change project is closed when 
the actual change is embedded in both organizations.  It should be noticed 
that the activities highly correspond with the phases of AIL’s inbound 
integration process.  
 
The second theory by Van Aken (2002) is the design oriented organizational change. This theory 
proposes three designs in change projects. Van Aken uses the designs ‘approach’, ‘final situational 
design’ and ‘change management plan’ for this purpose. In these designs, analysis on the stakeholders, 
sources of resistance to change and the TPC model of Tichy (Van Aken et al., 2002) play a central role. In 
the actual five step approach, the designs for organizational change are named different to adjust to the 
AIL organization. Nevertheless the same content is used.  
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Appendix 18 Way of Working framework with functional areas 
 

Supply chain objectives Description 
• Objectives of integration What are the objectives of the integration? 
• (product) Categories in phased approach What categories of products and in what order will these 

be organized through AIL? 
Supply chain management  

• Supply chain infrastructure Purpose: supply chain mapping. How is the infrastructure 
in an integration organized? 

• Transportation How is transportation organized? 
• Forecasting How is the forecasting organized?  

Who is going to do the forecasting (for regular 
assortment and promotions)? 

o Supply of information regular assortment  
o Supply of information on promotions  

• Replenishment How is the replenishment organized in: 
o Order reasons What are the orders reasons for an OPCO? 
o Order sizes What are the orders sizes for an OPCO? 
o Lead times What are the lead times for an OPCO? 
o Safety stock  What safety stock rules should be used by AIL? 

• Capacity planning / utilization  
o Transportation How is the transportation capacity planned? 
o DC How is the DC capacity planned? 

Supply chain organization  
• Way-of-working / weekly process   

o Order- frequency / planning What order frequency and planning will be used? 
o Deliver- frequency / planning What deliver frequency and planning will be used? 
o Internal lead times  What internal lead times will be used? 
o Working hours What are the contact/working hours? 
o Pallet configuration What pallet configuration is used? 

• Communication / organizational chart How does both organizational charts looks like and who 
communicates with who? 

o Management  Who are the managers concerning the cooperation? 
o Contact persons Which persons are responsible for the daily operation? 
o Other functional departments Which other functional departments / persons are 

involved? 
• New product assortment What to do when new products are added to the 

assortment? 
• Service level agreements (SLA) Fill in the SLA documentation 
• Standard operating procedures (SOP) Fill in the SOP documentation 
• Performance measures  What performance measures are used in the 

cooperation? 
o KPI’s  What KPI’s are used in the cooperation? 
o (Incentive alignment) How is the incentive in the cooperation aligned? 

• Collective learning How is collective learning in the cooperation stimulated? 
o Knowledge management How is knowledge management and sharing across 

organizational boarders stimulated? 
Supply chain IT   

• Communication with AIL  What kind of communication is possible? 
• IT systems What IT systems are used and which are 

communicating? 
• Data information The following information is needed when products are 

organized through AIL. 
o Supplier information  
o Product information  

 General product info  
 Demand information  
 Ordering information  
 Pallet configuration  
 Financial information  
 Transport information  

• Forecasting data Who communicates the forecasting data? 
What forecasting data is communicated? 

o Supply of information regular assortment  
o Supply of information on promotions  

• Data integrity How is data integrity organized? 
• EDI How is the EDI connection organized? 

Supply chain financials   
• Payment terms What payment terms are agreed? 
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• Calculations How are the costs prices of the products calculated? 
• Financial risks, like: The following risks need to be discussed in a 

cooperation: 
o Purchasing risks   

 Purchase obligation Do promotions have a purchase obligation ? 
 Price changes on sales price Who is accountable if sales prices change? 
 Agent fees Who is accountable if agent fees change? 
 Packaging materials Who is accountable if costs on packaging materials 

change? 
 Currency risks Who is accountable for currency changes? 

o Transportation risks  
 Inbound transportation costs Who is accountable for inbound transportation costs? 
 Outbound transportation costs Who is accountable for outbound transportation costs? 
 Theft risks Who is accountable for Theft? 

o Storage risks  
 Storage/ inventory risks Who is accountable for risks in storage? 
 Fraction / Quality risks Who is accountable for risk in fraction or quality? 

o Other risks  
 Price differences Who is accountable when purchasing price differences 

occur? 
 Quantity differences Who is accountable when quality differences occur? 
 Ownership When does the ownership of products in the supply chain 

change? 
 Promotions Who is accountable for promotions leftovers? 

Other supply chain issues  
• Formulate planning Set up a planning for ‘next steps’ 

o Meeting contact persons  Set up a meeting to meet the people from both 
organizations face to face.  

• Task & Responsibilities  
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Appendix 19 Five step inbound process 
 

5 Step inbound integration process

1

1) Plan 2) Business 
Case 3) WoW 4) Pilot 5) Roll out

1. Form a project 
team & hold a 
kick-off meeting

2. Define the scope  
of the project

3. OPCO: Define 
current inbound 
logistical  
opportunities / 
‘bottlenecks’
AIL: Inform about 
the external and 
internal benefits  
realized for Ahold 
organization

4. Formalize a 
project planning

1. Analyze the 
performance of 
the inbound 
supply chain of 
the OPCO

2. Analyze the 
benefits of a 
supply chain 
integration with 
AIL

• Quantitative and 
qualitative 
analyses

• Define financial 
synergies

• Prioritize 
categories to 
organize through 
AIL

3. ‘Go / No Go’ 
decision on a 
supply chain 
integration with 
AIL

1. Organize 
remaining 
categories 
through AIL

• Continues 
evaluation

• (Possible 
reiteration to 
phase 3)

1. First category (of 
products) are 
organized 
through AIL

2. ‘Go / No Go’ 
decision to 
organize 
remaining 
categories 
through AIL

• (Possible 
reiteration to 
phase 3)

1. Way of working in 
functional area’s:

• Supply chain 
objectives

• Supply chain 
management

• Supply chain 
organization

• Supply chain IT
• Supply chain 

financials

2. Formulate 
change 
management 
plan by:

• Delta analysis 
• Intervention 

strategy

3. Consult the BRP 
toolbox

• Update planning  
for phase 4&5
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Appendix 20 Literature study supply chain measurement 
This section will discuss supply chain measurement in general, how to develop an effective supply chain 
measurement program and characteristics of good measurement.  
 
Measurement of logistic functions may be divided into three areas; productivity, utilization and 
performance, where productivity is the ratio of real output to real input, utilization is the ratio of capacity 
used to available capacity, and performance is the ratio of actual output to standard output. Organizational 
effectiveness (extent to which goals are accomplished) and efficiency (measure of how well resources 
expended are utilized), terms regularly used in measurement processes, are parts of organizational 
performance.   
 
A variety of supply chain measurement approaches have been developed, the most well known are: 

• The Balanced Scorecard; 
• The Supply Chain Council’s SCOR Model; 
• The logistics scorecard; 
• Activity-Based Costing (ABC); 
• Economic Value Analysis (EVA). 

The approaches above are described in detail in appendix 8 and provide guidance for SC measurement. 
However, supported by the literature study, it is suggested that these approaches provide less help in 
assessing specific measures. (Lapide, 2000) Therefore, a new supply chain measurement program is 
developed for the master thesis project.  
 
For this purpose, the method of Keebler et al. (1999) and Richardson (2000) is used. Both authors define 
a seven-step approach for creating or improving an effective measurement program. Each step will be 
discussed 

1) Record the existing measures; this step focuses on understanding the measures that currently 
drive logistics operations and determining whether they can be used; 

2) Determine potential future measures; determine measures that should be driving the key logistics 
processes. This is by determining measures that illustrate the performance towards customers and 
suppliers; 

3) Evaluate and prioritize the desired measures; in the first two steps, the questions ‘where are we’ 
and ‘where do we want to be’ are assessed. In the third step, two other questions are assessed: 
‘which measures are missing or incomplete’ and ‘which of those measures are most critical to 
managing the business and thus should receive priority for development’; 

4) Develop a prototype of the new measure: in this step, the goals is to develop more specific 
measure from the basic process measure selected in step 3 and put those measures in  a working 
prototype. The prototype is refined by iteration processes; 

5) Implement and test the prototype; this step involves implementing and testing the new logistics 
measurement prototypes, and collecting data and information. The following evaluation question 
need to be answered: 

• Is the frequency of data collection and reporting appropriate? 
• Is it clear who is responsible for collecting data? 
• Does the measure provide managers with the right information? 
• Will the measure encourage appropriate behaviour? 
• Is the value of information worth the costs (time / and monetary) of collection? 

6) Refine and reiterate; organize a organizational momentum by demonstrating a number of quick 
successes with the supply chain measurement tool; 
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7) Train the organization and roll out the new measures; when several iterations and measures are 
defined, tested and refined, the supply chain measurement tool is ready for the organizational use. 
Firstly, the importance of the measure needs to be communicated. Secondly, managers and 
employees need to be educated, trained in how to use the measure, how to collect data and how to 
interpret it into information.  
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Appendix 21 Outcomes workshop BRP toolbox 
This appendix describes the outcomes of the workshop with the purpose of defining resources for the 
BRP toolbox. For every category, a number of possible resources are defined.  
 
Category  Employees 
Possible resources 
(Dutch) 

• Planning 
o Max capaciteit producten&leverancier / planner 

• ILM 
o Max capaciteit producten/planner 

 Gekoppeld aan ESM, CAM en FLM’s  
 
o Eventueel meting van tijd per type activiteit 

 ILM SC voorbereiding 
 ILM SC implementatie  
 ILM contractmanagement 
 ILM communicatie 
 ILM calculatie 

 
 
Category  DC 
Possible resources 
(Duthc) 

• Voorraadruimte 
o Wat is de opslagcapaciteit in m2 per BDC? 
o Wat is de opslag capaciteit per product in pallets in m2? 
o Wat zijn de voorraaddagen per product? 

• Handelingcapaciteit 
o Wat is de inbound handelingcapaciteit in pallets per BDC? 
o Wat is de outbound handelingcapaciteit in pallets per BDC? 
o Wat is de inbound/outbound DOC capaciteit per BDC? 
o Wat zijn het aantal dock-deuren in de BDC’s? 

• Administratie 
o Wat is de capaciteit in pallets per administratiemedewerker op 

een BDC? 
 Individueel gemeten in inbound & outbound 

 
Category  IT 
Possible resources 
(Duthc) 

• EDI 
o Wat is de bandbreedte van EDI transacties? 
o Wat is de maximale capaciteit aan in te lezen EDI transacties? 

 
Category  Transportation 
Possible resources 
(Duthc) 

• Inbound 
o Wat is de inbound capaciteit in pallets per dag? 
o Wat is de inbound capaciteit in vrachtwagens per dag? 

• Outbound  
o Wat is de outbound capaciteit in pallets per dag? 
o Wat is de outbound capaciteit in vrachtwagens per dag? 

 
Category  Finance 
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Possible resources 
(Duthc) 

• Financiële personen AIL 
o Het werk van financiële personen kwantificeren 

• Salesreturn 
o Hoeveel tijd kost salesreturn voor AIL en SL? 

• Financial 
o Investeringskapitaal 

 Welke eenmalige investeringskapitaal is nodig? 
• Voor inbound, outbound en voorraad van 

producten in de SC 
o Werkkapitaal 

 Is er genoeg cash beschikbaar om de groei op te vangen? 
• Aantal administrateurs (Accounting Plaza) 

o Afhankelijk van het aantal SKU 
 
Category  Administration 
Possible resources 
(Duthc) 

• Genoeg beschikbare kantoorruimte 
o Meten van het kantoor ruimte per personeelslid 

 
General remarks concerning the BRP toolbox  
 

• De Toolbox moet een duidelijk te bepalen stappen structuur bezitten 
• Bijvoorbeeld met een keuze boom tav suppliers (Ja/Nee op EDI), gekoppeld aan vormen 

van activiteiten en aan de verschillende productcategorieën) 
• De scope van de toolbox is tactische met een voorspellingshorizon van een jaar. 
• De toolbox zou elk kwartaal gebruikt kunnen worden 
• Het moet in een oogopslag een blik geven over het functioneren van AIL 
• En de parameters moeten makkelijk te onderhouden zijn 
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Appendix 22 Activities and operations BRP toolbox 
For using the BRP toolbox, six activities need to be executed: 
 

1) Exporting reports from AIL’s ERP system: the BRP toolbox is based on three reports from the 
ERP system of AIL. Therefore, the inbound, outbound and inventory reports need to be extracted 
from AIL’s ERP system and stored in the directory of the BRP toolbox. This data is used to 
assess the utilization on the current resources; 

2) Updating growth category information: based the second and third step of the inbound integration 
process, a planning is formulated of when particular products and suppliers are organized through 
AIL. This planning is imported in the BRP toolbox. This data is used to assess the utilization on 
the future resources; 

3) Updating general information: since all the reports of the ERP system consist of variables, 
general information is needed to transform the variables into information. The general 
information consists of a product database, item categories, country information and an overview 
of employees and needs to be updated. This information is easily accessible in the ERP system; 

4) Updating input sheet BRP toolbox: as described by the previous section, the BRP toolbox 
assesses the utilization of resources by restrictions. The restriction on transportation, DC, 
employee and financial resources are changed in the input sheet. This data records the 
restrictions on current and future resources; 

5) ‘Running the tool’: finally, the tool is automatically programmed to collect the data from previous 
activities and transforms it into information.  

6) Printing or reading the results of the BRP toolbox: when the tool has created an overview of the 
utilization on the resources of AIL, the results can easily be printed.  

 
Other operational remarks about the BRP: 

• The first four actions are manual activities. The remaining steps are semi-automatic; 
• The BRP toolbox is user friendly designed. The total time of using the toolbox takes around 15 

minutes. Accompanying activities are inserting information, changing resource capacities and 
processing information; 

• All input data (the reports and their variables) is ‘integer’, because normal operations are running 
on the same reports; 

• Every person within Ahold Inbound Logistics has seen the toolbox and discussed its content. 
Therefore all personal requirements are, as far as possible, imported in the toolbox; 

• The forecast method used for the resources with a timeframe is the three month moving average.    
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Appendix 23 Data infrastructure BRP toolbox and limitations 
 
This overview shows the different variables used in the BRP toolbox. The AIL inbound, AIL inventory 
and AIL outbound reports are emphasized. Here it is illustrated which the data fields of the original AIL 
reports used and which are not used. 

AIL inbound.xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL inbound)

- Loading Date From (used)
- From Address No. (used)
- To Address No. (not used)
- Document No. (used)
- Quantity (used) 
- Unit of Measure (used)
- Code No. (not used) (not used)
- Description (not used)

AIL analysis .xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL inventory overview)

Resource 1: inbound transport in pallets (past three months)
Resource 2: inbound transport in pallets (next three months)
Resource 3: inbound transport in pallets per country (past three months)
Resource 4: inbound transport in pallets per country (next three months)
Resource 5: outbound transport in pallets (past three months)
Resource 6: outbound transport in pallets (next three months)
Resource 7: outbound transport in pallets per OPCO (past three months)
Resource 8: outbound transport in pallets per OPCO (next three months)
Resource 9: inventory capacity usage per DC (today)
Resource 10: inbound handling for all AIL DC’s (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 11: outbound handling per AIL DC’s (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 12: responsible products per planner (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 13: responsible outbound pallets per planner per week (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 14: responsible working capital per planner (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 15: working capital for per AIL DC (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 16: interest costs capital for per AIL DC (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 17: inventory holding costs for per AIL DC (for current portfolio and growth categories)
Resource 18: material holding costs for per AIL DC (for current portfolio and growth categories)

AIL inventory .xls 

Data fields from original ERP report 
(AIL inventory overview):

- Item No.  (used)
- NASA No. (not used)
- Description  (not used)
- Planner AIL (used)
- Vendor (not used)
- Country (not used)
- Stock  (used)
- In Transit  (not used)
- Stock Incl. In Transit (not used)
- Weekly Turnover (not used)
- Stock in Wks  (not used)
- Stock in Wks Incl Intransit (not used)
- Collo per Pallet (used)
- Lead Time (not used)
- Location (used)

AIL outbound.xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL shipped vs ordered)

- Shipment Date  (used)
- Location Code  (used)
- Customer Name  (used)
- Unloading Time From  (not used)
- Unloading Time To  (not used)
- External Doc No. (not used)
- Item No. (not used)
- Description (not used)
- NASA (not used)
- Country of Origin (not used)
- Buying Manager (not used)
- CAM Flow Manager (not used)
- Planner AIL (used)
- Original Quantity (not used)
- Quantity Shipped (used)
- Invoiced (not used)
- Reason Code (not used)
- Week of Delivery (not used)
- Short Surplus Vendor (not used)

Growth categories.xls 

Input data fields:
- Date
- Supplier
- Product
- Country code supplier
- Responsible AIL planner
- BDC
- OPCO
- # CE per pallet
- # pallets inbound/outbound a week
- # pallets inventory
- Purchasing price

General info.xls 

Input data fields: 
Product database AIL
- Artikel nummer Navision
- leverancier nummer NAVISION
- Cartons on pallet
- BE
- Pallet type
- FCA
- DDP
- BDC
- Country of Origin Code
- CU's on pallets

Address to country:
- Address No. 
- Country Code

Country to code:
- Country code
- Name country

Employees
- Name planners

Customers
- Name customers

BRP toolbox

Visualizing data
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Subsequently, the previous overview showed all the possible data fields in the BRP toolbox. Oppositely, 
the figure below illustrates an overview of the variables used and their relation to one of the 18 resources. 
For example, the first variable on the left: ‘Artikel nummer Navision’ is used for the resources 9,10 and 
11. 
 

BRP toolbox

AIL inbound.xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL inbound)

- Loading Date From (Resource 1,2,3,4,10)
- From Address No. (Resource 1,2)
- Document No. (Resource 1,2,3,4,10)
- Quantity (Resource 1,2,3,4,10)
- Unit of Measure (Resource 1,2,3,4,10)

AIL analyses.xls

AIL inventory .xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL inventory overview)

- Item No.  (Resource 9,12,14,15,16,17,18)
- Planner AIL (Resource 9,12,14)
- Stock  (Resource 9)
- Collo per Pallet (Resource 9)
- Location (Resource 9)

AIL outbound.xls 

Data fields from original ERP report:
(AIL shipped vs ordered)

- Shipment Date (Resource 5,6,7,8)
- Location Code (Resource 11)
- Customer Name (Resource 7,8)
- Planner AIL (Resource 13)
- Quantity Shipped (Resource 5,6,7,8,13)

Growth categories.xls 

Input data fields:

- Date (Resource 2,4,6,8, 12 – 18)
- Product (Resource 12)
- Country code supplier (Resource 4)
- Responsible AIL planner (Resource 12, 13, 14)
- BDC (Resource 6,8, 12 – 18)
- OPCO (Resouce 8)
- # CE per pallet (Resource 2,4,6,8, 12 – 18)
- # pallets inbound/outbound a week (Resouce 2,4,6,8,13,14)
- # pallets inventory (Resource 12)
- Purchasing price (Resource 14 – 18)

General info.xls 

Input data fields: 
Product database AIL
- Artikel nummer Navision (Resource 9,10,11)
- Cartons on pallet (Resource 9,10,11)
- BE (Resource 9,10,11)
- DDP (Resource 9,10,11)
- BDC (Resource 9,10,11)

Address to country:
- Address No. (Resource 3,4)
- Country Code (Resource 3,4)

Country to code:
- Country code (Resource 3,4)
- Name country (Resource 3,4)

Employees
- Name planners (Resource 12,13,14)

Customers
- Name customers (Resource 7,8)

 
 
 
Limitations 
 
The following limitations are noticed for the current version of the BRP toolbox: 
 

• The current BRP outcomes are restricted to one period of time. A suggestion for improvement is 
that a registration tool is added which compares the utilization and capacities over time for the 
specific resource categories; 

• Subsequently, the current forecasting method of the BRP toolbox is restricted by the calculation 
capacities of Microsoft Excel and the input data. By using previous suggestion for improvement, 
the forecasting tool can also be improved.  

• Currently, 18 resources measure the AIL organization. Because of data restrictions and data 
integrity reasons, no more resources are used in the BRP toolbox. A suggestion for improvement 
should therefore be to increase the number of resources and thereby create more transparency; 

• An automatic connection with the ERP systems is a final suggestion for improvement, which 
most likely increases the data integrity and possible data input problems. 
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Appendix 24 Transportation resources 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 25 DC resources 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 26 Employee resources 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 27 Financial resources 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 28 BRP output on complete Gall&Gall growth category 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
 

Appendix 29 Step 1 inbound integration process: Plan 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 30 Step 2 inbound integration process: Business case 
 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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Appendix 31 Step 3 inbound integration process: Way of Working 
Information from this appendix is removed, because it contains classified information of the Ahold 
organization. 
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